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This July 2012 has witnessed the launch of the very first série series festival in Fontainebleau, the only event exclusively dedicated to television 
series by and for those who make them.

This first edition has gathered 550 european professionals for three days of projections, with no competition and no prize-giving, of professional 
meetings and debate with the public, to create the television series of tomorrow.

For this launching year, série series and the 9th tv creativity day organized by the apa have decided to join their forces to bring together all 
professionals from an audiovisual sector undergoing profound mutation.

This document presents the proceedings of the debates, masterclass and case studies organized at Fontainebleau during these 3 days of unique meetings.
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The « tv creativity day » which is in its 9th year today, is, above all, 
an opportunity for exchange and dialogue. Jean-François boyer would 
like to thank all those who have for the past years contributed towards 
the organisation and the success of this event which has become a 
must for the profession.
he would especially like to highlight the clear-sightedness  of the 
commission of cultural affairs of the senate which was able to 
recognize that the audiovisual world is not only a job-creating sector 
– at this moment he takes the opportunity to praise the delegation 
of young independent producers which is well-represented in the 
audience – but  also  an area for promoting our culture, via the pro-
grammes that are exported, and furthermore,  an area for challenging 
our traditions and / or our « pre-conceived notions ». moreover, this is 
why this year, a particular focus on tv series is being made, particu-
larly conducive to shaking up our usual way of thinking ! 
indeed, it has to be said that the tv series has become a genre in its 

own right, a cultural asset as auteur films were in the sixties. televi-
sion is certainly capable of producing « the best and the worst », but 
the cultural and, at the same time, political battle to produce series of 
distinction, is well and truly ongoing , a battle for innovation and for 
youthfulness . concerning this, Jean-François boyer, deeply regrets the 
minister of culture not being present today, whom he is inviting next 
year « without fail » ! 
tv series are the incarnation of a new sense of youth on the television 
scene. Jean-paul huchon himself, sees it as a « form of modernity ». 
it is often said that watching tv series « is uplifting and boosts our 
energy ». so, during this period of financial crisis and austerity, it is 
more important than ever to promote this genre, to make people more 
aware and foster its development. 
This is why we are today proposing to those taking part in this event 
– retransmitted live on-line, via public-sénat, once again a partner of 
this convention; may we offer our thanks to gilles Leclerc, its manag-
ing director who is here with us today - to open up the « series-mak-
ing machine » : how does it work ? what makes it tick ? This event has 
to be the occasion to ask all sorts of stimulating questions, even the 
most embarrassing ones, to examine the current concerns – not to say 
the  anger,  of the professionals.
however, there is sufficient reason to remain confident: there is no 
lack of talent, French series stand out from the rest and have their own 
brand of coherence (but is that enough?), the screenwriter must main-
tain a central role (all the more reason for him to « reap the fortune of 
his work » as beaumarchais rightly said!), the director has to impose 
his style and the musicians and technicians add their share of skills. 
broadcasters also have a huge role to play, being not merely those 
who place the orders, but by becoming fully active partners; in the 
same way as the producers who also have to take full responsibility (as 
henry Ford once said: « if i had asked people what they wanted, they 
would have said faster horses! »); we will then, also deal with methods, 
« risk-taking » and financial support in today’s debates.    
it is this gathering of fascinating and complementary professions 
which make up the French audiovisual scene, and their amicable and 
productive encounter must help to continue this venture in the best 
possible conditions, conditions of high standards, as, deep down, all of 
them share the same pleasure  and pursue a certain dream of creating 
something despite contingencies and other difficulties attached.
Jean-François boyer concludes his introduction by quoting Jean 
d’Ormesson:  « i still run after women, but i no longer know why … », 
inferring somewhat that the main thing is to carry on running, while 
having an inkling where we are going.

taking up Jean-François boyer’s introductory speech, rémy pflimlin 
states that « pleasure » must be in the heart of the work and of the 
reflection concerning the future of the French audiovisual scene: the 
pleasure of sharing, of being enthralled, of viewing together …
it is commonplace to hear it being said « everything is going wrong » in 
France, but rémy pflimlin  does not share this opinion. according to 
him, French cultural exception remains a reality. he wants to prove it by 
detailing a comparative analysis of our public channel ratings with those 
of our european neighbours, the dutch, the english or the germans: 
currently, the four channels of France télévisions have the same bearing 
as the 13 channels of the bbc (that is, 35% of hertzian broadcasting 
ratings). rémy pflimlin notably praises the excellent work carried out in 
the field of current affairs, an area in which democratic basics have been 
respected; the French make no mistake about that and are always there 
when it comes to viewing. he also praises the preservation   of main 
broadcasting ownership of sporting events.    
aware of cut-throat international competition, rémy pflimlin knows 
that the secret rests in innovation, but that this cannot be decreed, 
it comes about with time, through patient effort. The skill of France 
télévisions to remain this privileged and vital partner on the French 
cultural scene is directly linked with its ability to cope with changes, to 
develop what is on offer and to provide viewers with works which be-
come an integral part of their lives. The viewer is indeed spoilt for choice 
and as well, we have to be able to convince him and to make him come 
back for more by offering him programmes that respect and structure 
his imagination, auteur programmes: in fact, one of main priorities of 
France télévisions is to nurture authorial creation, the expression of its 
public service mission.   
in other words, we must not succumb to american pressure, especially 
in the realm of tv series:  trans-atlantic ones tend to condition all 
their viewers! « be daring, even more daring ! »: such is the guideline 
to be adopted so as not to blindly follow the trend. France télévisions 
has the means to  fulfil this ambition: France 2 and France 3  no longer 
count their successes (films and documentaries about the war in algeria, 
musical shows,  etc.). France 4 is doing very well (it is the favourite 
channel amongst young adults and supports independent and art films). 
France 5 is « the alternative to formatted tv » … France 2 has tackled 
the reconstruction of its Friday « crime series slot ». France 3 maintains 
its characteristic proximity with people and regions areas (‘plus belle la 
vie’ is the highest rated daily soap opera for the French and a tv film 
about “le tigre de France”, an intimate portrayal of clemenceau is being 
programmed for the end of the year).
work is also in progress to re-launch one-offs, the aim being here to get 
back to the 2005 level (that is, 40% of production).
Of course, all these goals must go hand-in-hand with an adapted 
financial policy. The level of financial aid is, as it happens, the highest 
ever : €272m, or 60% of all the fiction programme production budgets 
in the country put together! and it is really through the protection of 
the budgets allocated to culture – and the consecutive commitments of 
France télévisions – that this challenge can be achieved. even though 
France télévisions experienced a decrease in its net income in 2011, 

notably due to the wavering by the state of its commitments in terms 
of compensation, but also because of the advertising crisis, financial bal-
ances can still be maintained; we must not lose sight of this objective.
to conclude, rémy pflimlin states that it is by defending the values of 
independence, solidarity, culture and exemplarity that France télévisions 
will manage to stand its ground and contribute to creative freedom on 
the French audiovisual scene. its mission is to rally the highest amount 
of French people possible in favour of these fundamental values that 
characterise our country.

ThURSDay 5Th JUly
9th tv creativity day, 

Organized by the apa,
the association for audiovisual promotion

Opening speech by  
Jean-François BoYer, 
president of apa and producer

speech made by
rémY PFLimLin, 
president of France télévisions
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david assouline would like to congratulate the apa for bringing 
together men and women involved in culture and on the French 
audiovisual scene; a meeting that he feels undoubtedly will once again 
prove fruitful.
audiovisual production has henceforth acquired its pedigree: it was 
not always the case! For a long time, French tv series were a laughing 
stock, not even on a par with their anglo-saxon rivals, which were, 
in the main, american. considered as a sub-genre, especially in the 
eighties, when so many sitcoms sprung up and were met with a harsh 
reception, the tv series can now feel proud for having managed to 
convince a vast number of viewers and hold their interest by their 
intrinsic qualities, both in terms of writing craftsmanship as in terms 
of the directing; living proof that there is no insurmountable wall 
between the tv series and art!
to continue along this road to success, the support of the state and 
the authorities is obviously indispensable;  in any case they cannot turn 
their noses up at audiovisual activity which has become a major cul-
tural vector, a fundamental societal asset. however, we are not out of 
the woods yet.  The csa findings of 2010, revealed that French fiction 
programmes were facing a crisis (low ratings, a lack of creativity, low 
amounts of broadcasting …).  and yet, there has been some success: 
‘Le village français’, not to mention short programmes like ‘bref ’ or 
‘Un gars, une fille’ have shown that we can be competitive … The csa 
highlighted the major role of the producer, on the frontier between 
creation and business flair, two indispensable, symbiotic ingredients.
The 2010 chevalier report underlined various other problems: under-
financing, a lack of initial and continual training, regulatory difficul-
ties, the dispersion of French production, etc.  it also drew up some 
proposals : consolidating the tripartite relationship between author, 
producer and broadcaster –the core element  – or even  suggesting 
ground-breaking tools and support mechanisms.  These few days of re-
flection must enable us to  assess the progress of this public action but 
also to spot remaining weak-points. in any case, the senatorial com-
mission for monitoring law application has made audiovisual activity 
one of its main priorities and has the ambition to make the French 
audiovisual scene a highly-efficient area of excellence. we must, nota-
bly,  make in-roads within the crucial arena of on-line tv. david as-
souline also underlines that the removal of advertising has had a huge 
impact on the room for manoeuvre of France télévisions, for which 
the new means of financing and policy-making remain contested ; but 
he asserts that France télévisions has to remain a major role-player in 
the area of fiction, and in this way, has to face changes and renewal. 
The dialogue between public authorities  and private channels is by no 
means less important : they also have to  benefit from a stimulating  
environment.
Finally, what is at stake obviously goes beyond a simple national 
framework… david assouline’s closing speech is in fact resolutely 
european: he believes in the importance of the setting up of a eu-
ropean audiovisual system, access to risk-capital for co-productions 
between neighbouring countries and partners. 

he hopes, therefore, that at the end of these debates, we will know 
more about these cooperation perspectives and he sincerely wishes that 
a virtuous circle be established which will enable us to produce at the 
same time « better » and « more ».

if the csa is obviously concerned with all forms of creative produc-
tion from digital to the live show, michel boyon will confine what he 
has to say today to audiovisual fiction.
Finance is not the only mainstay. «creation» is the most efficient way 
to stand out and make viewers stay with us. so the csa regularly 
carries out the most cut-throat negotiations with television channels 
concerning this fundamental issue and this proves to be highly fruitful. 
This conviction has especially been an essential factor in the selection 
that was made for 6 new free tnt channels (5 out of 6 are well-
known publishers and 4 are committed to upholding minimum quotas, 
to being think tanks, and a breeding ground for new talents, giving the 
lion’s share to independent production, to animation films and other 
documentaries, original fiction and patrimonial works).
michel boyon appeals for quality in the creating process, without 
half–measures. he is not denying, however, that French programme 
creation has been facing a crisis for at least 5 years if the conclusions of 
recent studies, published in 2010, (the report of the chevalier mission, 
a further report which advocates boosting fiction production, or in ad-
dition, the club galilée report) on this topic are to be believed. at the 
same time, between 1935 and 1939, people were already talking about 
the « cinema crisis » as if it was inevitable in this area and should 
finally be put into perspective.
The reasons for concern are, whatever may be said, real and numerous 
: the funds invested have  decreased by 10% (€48m).  French produc-
tion exports on free channels have dropped by 18%, and only 4 French 
fictions figured among the top 100 ratings of the year 2000 (compared 
with 54 in 2005, only 6 years ago!). These problems have not arisen 
because a lack of creativity, but rather because of the structures which 
have borne « the brunt of the past », or due to the fact that contractual 
relationships between publishers and producers have not always been 
simple.
michel boyon visualizes more generally three main causes of the prob-
lems currently encountered in France : 1/ The chronic under-financing 
in publishing (twice as low as in the United states, for however a 
much heavier workload) ;  2/ The breaking up of the production sector 
(more than 2,000 companies,  albeit a factor of flexibility but above 
all an obstacle for the production  of exportable series on a long  term 
basis ; a trend of concentration is shaping itself but is from being satis-
fying… ) ; 3/ the reluctance of primary financers to take risks!
so, how do we get French fiction production out of this rut? michel 
boyer states, firstly the bad reflexes to be avoided ; rejecting what we 
already have in its entirety, in other words, aid and support measures. 
even worse, instead of succumbing to the pressure of the anglo-saxon 
machine or in other words, confining ourselves within a model which 
comes from elsewhere (i.e. the american model) : to the contrary, let’s 
be brave enough to be ourselves, we will be rewarded for it ! neither 
must we indulge ourselves in making things complicated, but « escape 
from complexity without losing out » : the challenge is not is not easy 
but it is well worth it.
beyond these obstacles – therefore to be avoided – michel boyon 
suggests certain tips for improvement. it seems to him that we must 

emphasize the importance of good scriptwriting : a good piece of fic-
tion can only exist if it is based upon a good story,  catchy dialogues… 
and to make this happen, screenwriters’ salaries must be increased, 
from the beginning of the initial development agreements between 
producers and broadcasters. besides, creation financing must be sup-
ported with budgets kept under control on the same model as public 
financing : in a context of globalization and piracy, it is necessary to 
rethink our strategy, to take advantage of existing financial aids with-
out harming the entrepreneurial spirit. we can also extend the use of 
the tools which have shown their worth by making them available to 
everyone (for example, televised fictions should be entitled to receive 
research tax credit ) or also consider new means of financing which are 
especially adapted to the digital environment. more generally, we have 
to rethink our legal and regulatory environment : here, michel boyon 
is referring to the professional agreements signed in 2008/2009 and 
suggests returning to a classical way framework on which  « the state 
takes charge of the general matters and professionals of individual 
interests », without  interference between the two systems. Finally, 
he announces he wants the producers and the public authorities to 
increase their efforts to fully support the process of making television 
series imbued with a strong sense of identity, close to real life ; and our 
series – « chronos of modern times » – which reflect the period we 
live in will bring the viewers flocking in !
michel boyon concluded his speech by therefore confidently announc-
ing « the end of the beginning » : it does not take much for our writers 
and producers to give the full extent of their talent !
and he quoted Jean cocteau : “dear friends of artistry, dazzle us !”

speech made by   
DaviD assoULine, senator of 
paris, president of the senatorial commission 
for monitoring law application.

speech made by
micheL BoYon,  
president of the csa
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French series production which 
does not travel enough
mathieu bejot reminds us that with €20m 
worth of exports carried out by French compa-
nies producing fictional series, this is actually 
the second source of exports of the country. 
he adds that we are all aware that influential 
diplomacy does not exist without television and 
that, without series, it will be difficult to meet 
the crucial economical objectives which are at 
stake. it is actually a symbolic axis of influence. 
however, France produces in proportion less 
than some of its neighbours.
parallel to this, because of the inexistence of 
a « great european market », fiction series do 
not get around enough, and not easily enough 
; it is therefore more often local, or american 
! On this occasion, he highlights the fact that 
even though, in proportion, the english or the 
germans produce more than the French, at the 
end of the day, they do not export much more ; 
and recent studies continue to show that when 
French fiction is broadcast overseas, it gets good 
ratings.
he refers to the specificity of fiction broadcast 
during the day and especially the fact that 
prime time productions do not have the same 
economical impact when they are broadcast 
during the day.
mathieu adds that selling a series is a complex 
activity and that it is highly likely that sales 
teams are not trained enough yet to and sell sys-
temically in all trading markets outside France. 
in fact, to make a €1m fiction profitable, it has 
to be sold a vast amount of times – at about 
$2,000 for each broadcast – and thus in a vast 
number of countries.
 
europe, core market For producers
pierre-henri gergonne confirms that from 
now on europe must be the core market for all 
producers.
mathieu bejot insists moreover on the relevance 
of treating this territory as a united territory 
with nevertheless certain specificities, in terms 
of languages, but also enriched with a fine tradi-
tion of historical series productions in eastern 
countries where much fervour for French series 
is noted. selling in asia for the prime time 
slot is a bit more complicated even if there are 
already some successful examples, for instance 

in korea.
Laetitia recayte adds that exporting to english 
speaking countries is not easy but is not impos-
sible. to support this, the series ‘spiral’ was 
the first non-english speaking series sold to 
the bbc. after a slow beginning, the ratings 
increased regularly to the extent that this series 
became a real success on the english channel.
as for asia, difficulties arise notably from the 
fact that viewers are used to series made in 
english and that the people who understand 
english very rarely understand French.

thinking aBout eXporting From 
the development ?
pierre-henri gergonne is asking producers 
whether when they are producing, they are 
thinking about exporting.
Jean-pierre guérin replies that he thinks about 
this at the same time as he sets up eventual 
co-productions and looking for partners who 
can be useful intermediaries for other territories. 
when this works, selling is then so much easier. 
he adds you have to be careful to offer standard 
formats and that it is much simpler to sell a 
series which has been made up of 52mn long 
episodes. in this ways, overseas programmers 
become allies more easily. The length of the 
series is equally an important element. we have 
to bear in mind that a minimum number of 12 
episodes per necessary is needed to allow the 
series to find its place in a market.
The French know how to do it, they have 
excellent screenwriters, efficient actors… what 
is missing is quite simply the means to more 
numerous and more longstanding commissions.
do screenwriters think about exporting when 
they are in the process of writing ? can we 
imagine that certain characters would be easier 
to export than others ?
Jean-andré yerlès replies answers that a screen-
writer cannot foresee the international success 
of his work at the writing stage. he writes 
because he has a story to tell, and normally, the 
universality of his words and of his dramatiza-
tion ensures that the stories have no nationality. 
They probably belong more to a screenwriter 
than to a country but this does not mean that 
the idea of exportation is integrated within the 
initial approach. all authors have the ambition 
to write something that will also reach out to an 

audience somewhere else, but all authors start by 
looking for a producer who will allow them to 
find a domestic broadcaster so that the project 
can start coming to life.
pierre-henri gergonne turning towards the 
purchasers asks them whether they have any 
particular worries when they are in the process 
of purchasing series that come from elsewhere.
valérie Lardinois replies that the programming 
schedule dictates what is bought, whether it be 
on a national level or on an international level. 
The purchaser is looking for products which 
will give its viewers pleasure while meeting the 
targets and by filling the slots planned by the 
broadcaster.
a certain number of elements, like the format 
of the episode or the volumetry, can obviously 
facilitate purchases that too many singular 
characteristics would to the contrary render this 
difficult.
valérie Lardinois adds that at the moment 
when she is purchasing she obviously does 
not watch the whole series. so, she is in this 
way particularly interested in the opening and 
closing credits, to pilots when there are some, to 
initial episodes. we have to take care of this to 
be able to sell abroad.
Laetitia recayte adds that sometimes she has 
to wait three or four years to be able to have a 
sufficient number of episodes available in the 
hope that a series can be sold outside France. 
This does not obviously facilitate a return on the 
investment.
valérie Lardinois states that she has obviously 
made mistakes in her choices before, but gener-
ally the series that can be exported are coherent 
series from start to end.

From volume to homeogenitY
so should everyone copy the american model?
Obviously everyone deems it important to 
maintain his specificities but in fact because the 
american model has managed to industrialize 
creative production, it must at least be a source 
of inspiration.
in the room, some people regret that generally 
speaking, in order to convince major producers, 
above all, you must not innovate, but simply 
remake what has already been made… working 
on a well-known model rather than innovating, 
hoping for repeating successes is however not 

very satisfying !
pierre-henri gergonne states it is during the 
moment of development that risks are taken 
and that in fact sometimes the process stops 
well before the actual production of the series. 
moreover, a consensus emerges concerning 
the weakness of the investment of the French 
audiovisual industry in «development» which is 
nevertheless the indispensable key preliminary 
element towards a rich, powerful and diversified 
production.
are French « stars » an asset ?
Jean-pierre guérin replies that obviously they 
are in high demand but you have to have the 
means to pay them. according to him, the main 
issue is that French production is too frail and 
perhaps a bit out of touch with what is done in 
other countries even though the French indus-
try has a wealth of young talents and has a high 
job creating potential.
broadcasters are called upon to take risks and it 
is suggested that the sector gets better organized 
in order to progress collectively and boost all the 
connected trades. pierre-henri gergonne hopes 
in this way to see a huge movement emerge in 
the series industry which would enable France 
to excel as much as she should do. public 
authorities are equally called upon, as they too 
have a role to play in helping the industry to 
gather its forces and rally around the cause 
in order to ensure that the support schemes, 
particularly in exportation, do not fade away - to 
the contrary !
called up by the audience, rémy pflimlin 
states that all possible means of development 
are to be explored and that tF1 has a particu-
lar attachment towards participating in web 
creation, which can open up possibilities abroad, 
and with probably fewer constraints than for 
producing series for mainstream broadcasting. 
This equally allows us to test the viewers, their 
reactions and eventually to adapt production as 
a result, like in a laboratory.

eXporting Better : new trails to 
eXplore
in the room, a question is asked about the 
generalization of writing in english. On this 
subject, Jean-andré yerlès answers that anima-
tion film script writers have had the know-how 
for a very long time. indeed, it brings about 
more far-reaching co-operation networks, and 
“translating” should become an integral part of 
production reflexes.
however Laetitia recayte mentions once again 
the difficulty in finding actors who can perform 
in several languages, and at least in one other 
language than their mother tongue.
pierre-henri gergonne adds that France is 
an « exportable country » without falling into 
the cliché trap, taking advantage of both its 
cultural wealth and the place she generally holds 
in people’s hearts around the world is also a 
trail to be explored. “Let us not overlook the 
need to wet people’s appetites, to share around 
attractive images and enjoyable plots”. indeed 
there are more advantages in being French than 
disadvantages !
in the room, some people regret that for more 
than 10 years people have been talking about 
this «  French fiction film crisis », the dif-
ficulty in finding ideal formats and in finding 
distributors and producers who are capable of 
thinking globally… is it not time to change our 
attitude in order to move on ? One of the strong 
points of the american industry is that it never 
falters, it confidently goes ahead and in this way 
it conquers without scruples all the markets it 
wants to enter.
to develop exports, perhaps it will be equally 
necessary to go down the road of selling the 
remake rights, suggests Laetitia recayte, and to 
not only focus on exporting finished products. 
This would probably make distribution of 
French series and ideas more far-reaching.  The 
ideal economic model is not however easy to 
find. but Laetitia recayte insists on and feels 
very confident about the potential of French 
series overseas.
pierre-henri gergonne would like to know if 
she has any ideas about what made, not only the 
english, but also the danish, the Japanese and 
the australians buy ‘spiral’.
according to Laetitia recayte, it is precisely 
because it is a French series which takes place 

in paris, the latter being treated like a charac-
ter in the series. Obviously, the quality of the 
series has equally played a role and appealed to 
international buyers.
valérie Lardinois then intervenes and reminds 
us that quality is not always synonymous with 
ratings.  For instance, the series ‘mad men’ is 
excellent but does not work !
going around the table, each person gives sev-
eral ideas which could be taken into consider-
ation to help the French export. mathieu béjot 
insists on the fact that we should be proud of 
what we do and above all that we should pro-
duce more. he reminds us that France is one of 
the top touristic destinations in the world and 
that it would be foolhardy not to take advantage 
of this. Jean-pierre guérin deems it necessary 
to have confidence in the excellent professionals 
this country has, and especially the producers, 
while hoping that the public channels get their 
strength back in order to rebuild a dynamic bal-
ance for the French audiovisual scene.
Jean-andré yerlès feels that if France wants 
to export, she must, in the first place, become 
organised like an industry, with clear contractual 
practices,  the same work regulations as other 
industries,  tenders which enable her to be in-
volved in ambitious projects and from the word 
« go »,  work teams that attract multi-talented 
staff working together on the numerous devel-
opments which will then make series produc-
tion fast-flowing enough to enable it to find a 
niche in the international market ! today, unfor-
tunately, we are paying the price, in this country, 
for all the shortcomings of this industry, without 
taking advantage of its strong points.
valérie Lardinois believes that by producing 
much more, we will find the means to export 
more. development is thus a prioritary axis for 
future investments. Laetitia recayte equally 
agrees that volume is a not to be overlooked.
Finally, Jean-andré yerlès would like us to let 
screenwriters work without being bothered 
with editorial policy which eventually lead to 
the production of series that are too specific and 
adapted to one broadcaster, and therefore to one 
individual situation.

ECONOmIC DEbaTE
hOw dO we imprOve the expOrtatiOn OF French series?
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aRTISTIC DEbaTE
which stOry Lines, FOr which pUbLic ?

manUFactUring methOds FOr sUccessFUL series

stories that resemBle our lives… 
let us stand out From the rest !
sullivan Lepostec opens this debate with a 
deliberately thought provoking question : why 
do we continue producing tv series in France 
when we have to cope with the tidal of foreign 
series – above all anglo-saxon and scandina-
vian – which carry off all the glittering prizes ?
besides the « investment obligation » men-
tioned not without a touch of humour – and a 
certain cynicism by emmanuel daucé -, there 
exists in France a strong “narrative tradition”. 
in fact, since the beginning of time, man has 
enjoyed and continues to enjoy “story telling”, all 
the more so when they are about his own story 
or contains elements that he can identify with.
This cultural tie does not leave us any choice : 
we are condemned to create for ourselves tv 
series which resemble our lives, at the same time 
as they stimulate our imagination…
isabelle dubernet illustrates this point by re-
minding us the success of ’plus belle la vie’ relies 
a lot on this possibility of identification with our 
daily lives : in the episodes, christmas, or even 
The beginning of the school year are timed to 
coincide with the same real events in our  lives. 
and that does not prevent us from offering, in 
addition, plots and twists and turns which are 
sometimes very far-fetched : The latter being 
the second most important  ingredient of a 
series success ; besides the fore-mentioned mir-
ror effect, we have to be able to take the viewers 
beyond reality, far into the construction of their 
imaginary world.
emmanuel daucé underlines the fact that the 
series ‘Les hommes de l’ombre’ equally reveals 
the benefits to be gained by choosing a theme 
connected with current events (as it happens, 
the presidential election). due to this the link 
with the viewers became patently much stron-
ger. Thierry sorel confirms, in turn, that this 
factor of « resonance planning » does not play a 
neutral role in the programming and choice of 
broadcasting horizon. For this series, we had to 
act particularly quickly, to find an area of mutual 
understanding, and a common language within 
accelerated deadlines which enabled to meet the 
requirements of this event.
when a foreign series is imported, it is equally 
important to make it « our own » highlights 
pascale breugnot who uses as an example the 

success of ‘doc martin’, a typically english se-
ries which after being adapted for French view-
ers, has only kept 20% of the original format. 
and if the revised model has worked so well, 
it is partially due to the fact that the characters 
were able to « take control »… as it happens, 
they are « résistants » holding out against a form 
of established order who are prepared to go to 
all length to defend their convictions ; a bit like 
our dear relentless gauls, and also like their no 
less famous village in the côtes-d’armor. by a 
streak of irony – if it can be seen that way – the 
series was shot in brittany.
nathalie Laurent confirms the importance 
of strong characters to keep viewers coming 
back. she gives the convincing example of ‘Julie 
Lescaut’ in which the main character acted all 
heartedly in such a way that she went beyond 
the original concept – certainly necessary but 
too sketchy – and deeply moved the viewers.
a « French style mythology »really exists in 
the area of tv series – especially in detective 
stories adds hervé hadmar who concludes this 
first part of the debate by emphasizing that our 
cultural heritage makes us stand out from the 
anglo-saxons. Far from cowboys, westerns and 
other ‘wild, wild west’ types of series, we are 
closer to the ‘mystères de pigalle’ ;  The founda-
tions of our tv series are incidentally more 
concerned with « life in the neighbourhood » 
and « real people » who talk to us.

the recipe to success in making 
series : a writer, a uniQue vision, 
humanitY
noting the contrasting results of tv series, 
sullivan Lepostec asks those participating about 
the way successful series are made. is there an 
infallible alchemy ?
hervé hadmar proposes the following recipe 
which although not infallible is generally prom-
ising : the main ingredient, sort of common 
denominator for successful series, is according 
to him the screenwriter’s « unique point of view 
». in the realm of artistic creation, he does not 
believe in democracy ! The author, the one and 
only owner of the original idea, has to defend 
his way of seeing things, preferably of course 
in perfect harmony with the director and the 
producer.
possessing a great deal of experience as a direc-

tor of the writing workshop for ‘plus belle la 
vie’, where the pace of work is particularly fast, 
isabelle dubernet confirms that the secret often 
lies in the quality of «  author written series ». 
when the series was losing ratings, it took no 
less than two to three years of fierce struggle, 
initiated by the new main screenwriter – Olivier 
szulzynger, who threatened to resign every day 
if we did not do what he wanted and who was 
able to lay down strict rules that he stood by 
come hell or high water – to re-boost the rat-
ings and the audience followed him. They came 
flocking in and they stayed !
nathalie Laurent , in turn, comes back to talk-
ing about the characters without whom a story 
cannot really take shape and appears soulless : 
it is up to them therefore to affect the viewers 
intimately and infinitely, and for her that is the 
key ingredient. after having quoted the example 
of‘Julie Lescaut’, she evokes ‘profilage’, a series 
in which the unusual character played by chloé 
saint-Laurent is one the strong argument for 
making the viewers watch regularly ; added to 
this, it is true, a unique and clear vision, held 
here by two screenwriters (a man and a woman : 
parity also has a part to play…).
From the characters… to human qualities, 
there is obviously only one step to be taken. so, 
besides everything else, hervé hadmar empha-
sizes the importance of empathy which must be 
perceivable from the first ten to fifteen minutes 
of the pilot : this will be a crucial argument. 
This « empathy » was undoubtedly what was 
missing in ‘signature’. not everyone agrees on 
the definition of empathy nor the way to arouse 
it. pascale breugnot views it naturally as the 
opposite of sympathy. we can easily  « fall for » 
characters who could be seen as being unpleas-
ant, as blameworthy as a ‘dexter’ or a “robin 
renucci collaborator” in ‘un village français’ ; the 
term empathy does not  necessarily rhyme with 
politically correct ! as it happens, she prefers 
the term « generosity » : the viewer becomes 
attached to characters who are fully involved, 
and he will support them during all the trials 
and tribulations from one episode to the next. 
she also underlines the necessary « auteur’s 
talent » which featured prominently in ‘tiger 
lily’, a series which depicts four women who 
have highly contrasted points of view and ways 
of life, each one being as appealing as another 

because they are imbued with « total sincerity 
». The screenwriter’s job therefore consists of 
amongst other things « writing from the heart » 
as much as possible with a full emotional force. 
humanity is of course at the heart of success.

a script writer is good But a 
showrunner is even Better !
Thierry sorel then seizes the example of ‘tiger 
lily’ to broach the subject of « showrunner », 
as in this series, both authors have emerged as 
screenwriters thus falling into line with the an-
glo-saxon model. Just a reminder, a showrunner 
is the person who creates a « show »/ « series », 
and who supervises the writing, the production 
and the editing of it. in other words, he is the 
person who is there from the launching of the 
idea to the broadcasting of an episode.
in France, we are a long way away from this, 
notes isabelle dubernet : our screenwriters need 
to learn how to become showrunners, especially 
for economic reasons. nathalie Laurent recog-
nizes that this is the format of the future ; given 
the vast amount of writing, what is needed 
is such a person acting as « guarantor for the 
series », who will ensure that it is produced and 
broadcast over a longer period. hervé hadmar 
also agrees that this showrunner is the « artistic 
manager », and that, indeed, this profile needs to 
be more commonplace in France.

aBout the role oF the Broadcaster 
and the oBligation to Be Better
in reply to sullivan Lepostec’s question, every-
one notes that the broadcaster, of course, has 
equally his part to play in the recipe for success. 
he is notably the one who is responsible for 
finding the link between the writer and the 
viewers, adds nathalie Laurent, even if the series 
has to be adapted. viewers who are increas-
ingly expert and demanding. moreover, the 
avalanche of american series leave us no other 
choice than to be efficient : we are doomed to 
get better declares Thierry sorel. France 2, while 
guaranteeing its public service mission, must 
henceforth cater for all different types of view-
ers, and not only for its traditional viewers of 
fiction programmes and other soap operas. The 
channel can no longer be just satisfied with its 
« best-sellers » (for instance “fais pas ci fais pas 
ça), but has embarked a strategy of « catching 

up ».  The project of broadening the audience - 
and partially of its « rejuvenation » - has been 
set into motion.
however, emmanuel daucé warns us against 
the risk of no longer knowing who we are 
aiming at. we must therefore be careful in this 
target broadening strategy. and indeed the 
broadcaster also has the mission to help bring 
this about. hervé hadmar then goes on to say 
that taking a « calculated risk » has become an 
obligation. so everything is finally a question of 
« timing », adds nathalie Laurent : in the early 
phases, you have to target you audience perfect-
ly, and then allow for a bit of time for the series 
to take hold, a parameter which is unfortunately 
a little too rare due to economic pressure.

how to captivate the 15 to 35 age 
group ?
if it is praiseworthy to want to reach out to a 
much vaster audience, can we really reconcile 
the 15 to 35 age group with French fiction 
programme /series ?asks sullivan Lepostec at 
the end. nathalie Laurent like pascale breugnot 
notice that in any case young people do on 
the whole watch series like “profilage” or “doc 
martin”. On the other hand, hervé hadmar 
is much more skeptical. There exists, according 
to him, a serious gap between the 15 to 35 year 
old viewers who love anglo-saxon series and 
the traditional viewers of French series who are 
older. currently, the former are showing real 
defiance towards French programme-making in 
this area, and no channel really caters for 
them ; not even France 4 which pascale 
breugnot had assumed was going to specifically 
target this category of viewers… hervé hadmar 
concludes by declaring that in this quest for the 
series that will get the best artistic reviews, but 
also the best ratings, what is missing in France 
are areas of confrontation and other « research 
laboratories » ; he suggests « provoking colli-
sions » to stimulate the process.

the deBate is handed over 
to the Floor
sullivan Lepostec hands the debate to the floor. 
The first contribution comes from a member of 
the delegation of young independent producers 
who pleads in favour of opening up the sphere 
of tendering to small production companies, 

who hardly have a say in matters today : 
however we must give the 15 to 35 age group 
their chance to suggest new formats ! pascale 
breugnot praises the often fighting spirit and 
the constructive attitude of these young produc-
ers who she likes working with, and who she 
would never hesitate to receive, just like Thierry 
sorel by the way or also nathalie Laurent who 
on the other hand mentions the requirements of 
the editorial policy : not all types of format can 
be developed.
Then another young person aged 34 intervenes 
and brings out the topic of the internet : young 
people go online a great deal, so should we 
not create a craze via the internet firstly, before 
targeting tv channel viewers ? without deny-
ing the huge amount of creativity on the web 
(‘norman fait des videos’ or ‘bref ’ in particular), 
nathalie Laurent answers that the priority 
remains with television broadcasting, even inter-
net formats can be offered further on down the 
line, using existing series. it cannot be denied 
that the future will mostly be « online televi-
sion », notes hervé hadmar, that is to say « we 
will watch what we want when we want » ; and 
while saying this he praises the particular talent 
of the French in the short formats like ‘bref ’.
marc nicolas, director general of the Femis, 
reacts to the notion of « laboratory » mentioned 
by hervé hadmar. a school is precisely a place 
of training and experimentation for the formats 
of the future. a course project on the subject 
of tv series is, as it happens, in the process of 
being set up at the Femis, and the participants 
at this round table are thus potential teachers/
researchers at the Femis. Then, it is the turn 
of patrick vanetti, director of the ceea, eu-
ropean conservatory for audiovisual writing, 
to remind us of the merits of « the school which 
sets the trend », and who is also developing a 
sector of higher education devoted to tv series.
a screenwriter then declares that to effectively 
train a writer, school is not enough ; we need to 
train him  in « writing workshops » which are 
sadly lacking in this country.  she is addressing 
not only the broadcasters, imploring them to « 
make long series », but also the financers : these 
workshops have to be paid for ! moreover, she 
is surprised that series like ‘plus belle la vie’, 
‘profilage’ or ‘Le village français’ even if they 
already benefit from a large audience offer few 
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workshops. Thierry  sorel adds that it is exactly 
the aim of the current work, at France 2, to give 
series enough time to get established, that is 
beyond the first 6 episodes.
The last contribution comes from an acting 
coach. he has well understood the argument 
about empathy, but he notices that the tools 
given to the actors in France are really sparse 
compared to what is done in The United states. 
hervé hadmar admits that the tv series is a 
specific time-space continuum, not always easy 
to manage, but that, for his part, he has never 
encountered any particular problems with ac-
tors. emmanuel daucé recognizes on the other 
hand that the tv series production process is 
not always favourable towards actors, as very 
often, after a long period of writing and devel-
opment, leading to the shooting of the pilot, the 
timing speeds up after the commission, and the 
rush is on : casting, continuation of the script 
writing, shooting… This “rat race” sometimes 
takes its toll on the actors.

as a conclusion
although « tables of the testimony » with 
commandments that cannot be ignored do not 
exist in the world of making tv series,  it has 
become clear that certain rules are however 
necessary : having faith in producing something 
different and a certain type of « cultural heritage 
» as driving forces in the creating process,  
uniqueness of projects / ideas, the quality of 
the characters, the central role of the writer, 
harmonious work in a tripartite way (the writer, 
the director and the producer) or even on a 
quadripartite basis (broadcaster), the close links 
with the viewers… France like anywhere is not 
lacking in talents ; we just have to give them 
room to blossom.

in his preamble, Jean-pierre elkabbach expresses his renewed pleasure 
to meet everyone again on the occasion of the apa convention, this 
year in the midst of the série series festival. This convention reveals 
and demonstrates the creativity and inventiveness of the sector, the 
ambition and audacity which are reinforced every year.
These summits at Fontainebleau are already a success considering the 
quality of the points of view exchanged and it seems to him that they 
have come at an ideal moment for trying to structure this new screen 
culture which has made its mark.

Barometre 2012
benoît danard comments on statistical data issued by baromètre 
2011.
Fiction production increased by 5.7% in 2011. it is mostly made 
up of series – 78%. The one-off programmes fell by 27%. The chan-
nels contributed towards 56% of the investments. he highlights the 
progression of pay-tv channels, in the knowledge that the new tnt 
channels only represent 3% of investments fiction, that is, about €1.7m 
; and such is the case, despite the fact that the audience share contin-
ues to increase.
French fiction production thrives on the « 52 minute » programmes 
and on the development of short formats (+29 hours in a year) but 
nevertheless without pushing out the « 90 minute » programmes ; it 
remains the most common format – by a whisker – with 31% of the 
production.
Fiction is the most highly watched television genre with more than 
25% of all the programmes offered for 27% of the viewing. Fiction 
is notably the first genre watched in pre-recorded form with 46% of 
pre-recorded viewing, and it represents an important part of repeat 
programmes with a 26% market share.
examining more closely the world of series, 72 american series can be 
found in the top 100. however, some French series still figure amongst 
the top 5 ratings on French channels.
This indicator offers the opportunity to recall that we are comparing 
what is incomparable. indeed, in France, when we watch american 
series, these are actually the best of american fiction as a selection 
has already taken place and what is not good is not exported. if we 
examine all the american series together and more specifically the 
novelties, only 25% of the programmes survive from one year to the 
next. 75% of american series are therefore not renewed for the second 
season. parallel to this, French fiction are « over-performing » in rela-
tion to their slot in 48% of cases.
a complete version of Le baromètre is being given out to those 
participating.  

presentation of barométre 2012 by 
Benoît DanarD, 
director of studies at cnc 
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introduction by
PhiLiPPe BrUnet, 
chief of staff of the european commission
androulla vassiliou

the european position
plilippe brunet, offering apologies on behalf of madam The european 
commissioner, androulla vassilliou who is unable to take part in the 
convention taking place today, explains the european position.
he highlights that even though european cultural and linguistic wealth 
is a great source of inspiration for everyone, it is sometimes equally an ob-
stacle to co-production and to the widespread circulation of created works. 
as a consequence, the natural role of the commission is to promote the 
harmonization and the unification of the audiovisual industry.
The european television series can attract viewers far beyond national 
borders – ‘Les borgia’ or ‘Lilyhammer’ are good examples of this. however, 
certain precautions are necessary to help the series cross the borders, and all 
the measures are not yet sufficiently developed to make the multinational, 
multilingual and multicultural approach standard.
philippe brunet reminds that a good series implies a creative investment 
at least equivalent to that offered for a good film, and that co-productions 
cannot be undertaken on a shoestring.  
subsidies should equally encourage innovative training schemes, and more 
generally the training of audiovisual professionals. indeed, the high quality 
initial training must be followed up by in-service training. Thus, it has been 
decided to increase aid within the framework of the future programme 
« creative europe / europe créative ». but training is not the only means 
of acquiring new skills ; meeting new partners, exchanging experiences 
are others, and he praises on this occasion the Fontainebleau convention 
which brings all this to the dynamic professionals that he sees here today.
“europe creative” follows on from « medias 2007» with a proposal of a 1.6 
billion budgetary grant The aim is to strengthen the ability of european 
cultural and audiovisual protagonists so that they might get their works 
distributed around the world more effectively, and do this in this period 
when cultural budgets are often cut back. This particular effort is impera-
tive.
it is stated that, within the framework of this programme, everything will 
be done to take into account what has previously been learnt ; for example, 
accompanying the change-over to digital television, or  also, the need to 
help promote distribution by supporting broadcasters. One of the major 
challenges identified during the course of the latest public exchanges and 
consultations is indeed the need to support activities aimed at boosting 
ratings. with an increasing number of offers, it is essential, from now on, 
that producers and broadcasters be capable of even understanding viewers’ 
expectations much more keenly. radio-broadcasters have, moreover, have 
always had the cutting edge in this field; the television and film sector 
could probably benefit from this experience in order to get to know their 
viewers better.
Obviously, one of the essential tools for increasing ratings is the produc-
tion of high-quality programmes with innovative content, which stand out 
from those already available. This issue is even more vital in a area which, 
from now on, has to take into account the development of on-line television.
On behalf of madam vassiliou, philippe brunet wishes to offer everyone 
the constructive debate that this subject deserves.
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POlITICal DEbaTE 
when French series awaken

a european revival despite a 
strong american presence
The world of series is a sphere which can give 
the impression that, for the moment, ameri-
can series are triumphing over the rest but, 
in europe, and more particularly in France, 
we sense a revival,  exchanges, proposals are 
emerging…series inspire each other while 
offering, at the same time, new formats and 
highly innovative atmospheres. some of these 
recent experiments nurture a greater confi-
dence in this territory to be conquered. and 
this is happening, despite the financial crisis 
which, however, leads to the crucial question 
concerning the means, co-writing, coproduc-
tion and financing, and thus often opening up 
international markets.
in this context, it is vital to protect ourselves 
from fear. not to be afraid of globalisation 
which would break down the walls of culture, 
not to be afraid of the american hegemony, 
not to be afraid of filming in France… here 
again, one of the points of the Fontainebleau 
meeting : to see all together the assets of the 
profession, the originality of what is going on 
in europe and in France and to concentrate 
on everything that ensures that the period be 
really favourable towards the development of 
the French television series.
eric garandeau confirms that fear needlessly 
paralyses action and suggests that we remem-
ber that seneca said « it is not because things 
are difficult that we do not dare, it is because 
we do not dare that they are difficult »…
bénédicte Lesage adds that if we can feel 
French series wake up, it can be noted, on 
one hand, the desire of the sector to become 
industrialised, and on the other a reinforce-
ment of the vitality of the creativity factor. 
The different public funding agencies, both 
French or european, must strive to clarify 
their political position and clearly define what 
they really want to support.
Jean-pierre elkabbach would like to know « 
whether there is something else that can be 
said this year that that was not already said 
last year » …
bénédicte Lesage replies that audiovisual 
production was badly shaken up during the 
course of last year and that we ought to be 
able go further in terms of creativity. indeed, 

we can see some really outstanding proposi-
tions spring up in europe, and she would 
like this to happen even more frequently in 
France.
stéphane Le bars reminds us that series 
like ‘plus belle la vie’ have « over-performed 
» and have achieved a market share higher 
than the market share of the channel. indeed, 
the French series has therefore woken up. 
he returns, moreover, on this occasion, to 
the analysis of the top 100 which shows 
that French series are in the process of re-
conquering the evening slot ; even if this tool 
is not very well adapted to measuring it and 
that, on the contrary, it  risks exacerbating the 
general climate of mistrust by showing the 
apparent predominance of american series.

an environment that is eXpanding  
due to new Formats and new 
protagonists : an opportunitY or 
a threat?
is on-line television friend or foe? asks Jean-
pierre elkabbach.
bénédicte Lesage replies that it is probably a 
friend in terms of creativity and an incen-
tive for thinking more about fiction-writing 
methods in general. This type of television, in 
the same vein, allows new types of series to 
appear and shows that the ratings achieved 
are not always those we expect. On this oc-
casion, Jean-pierre elkabbach highlights the 
fact that the night before, a medieval thriller 
gained higher ratings than marilyn monroe 
…
Laurent storch evokes, in the same light, 
the disparity of formats which occasionally 
distorts comparisons, as well as the fact that 
all the genres are not always represented on 
an equal basis. in this way, in France, the 
series is very often a tool of proximity in 
which comedy is used. The series imported 
from the United states – which, do we need 
to be reminded, are a negligible selection of 
the major american production machine, 
and, in general, the better end of the market 
– very often deal with other genres. « There is 
an opening for making French-style comedies 
». emmanuelle guilbart adds that there is 
equally room for daily trans-generational 
series.

Jean-pierre elkabbach then goes on to talk 
about the setting up of long-lasting series, the 
number of seasons and episodes, regretting, 
for example, that there are not enough epi-
sodes in the huge success  ‘Le village français’.
emmanuelle guilbart replies that the team 
has the firm intention to increase the number 
of episodes in  future series. The director, 
producer and screenwriter are working hand-
in-hand towards increasing the number of 
episodes, as stability is obviously an advan-
tage, notably for conquering overseas ter-
ritories. a series takes time to get a hold, and 
by coming back again and again. The more 
episodes there are, the better it takes!

support measures adapted For a 
constantlY changing world?
Jean-pierre elkabbach comes back to talk 
about the announcement of the increase 
in funds for series from the cnc. eric 
garandeau confirms that a measure has been 
set up with a bonus for broadcasters who buy 
more than six episodes in one go. he adds 
that France has benefitted until now from the 
specific nature of resources from the cnc, 
which has handed out generous financial aid 
and  by supporting fiction production despite 
the financial crisis. he would like this to 
continue happening.
The discussion then moves on to the eventual 
tax on smartphones. eric garandeau feels 
that it is  essential to take into consideration 
the fact that fiction programmes are nowa-
days shown on all types of supports, and that 
in fact other countries tax these supports.
pascal rogard is however pessimistic as to the 
economic environment in which audiovisual 
programme-making is taking place. all the 
private channels are in great difficulty and the 
multiplication of channels, especially those of 
the tnt which have currently captured 25% 
of the ratings and contribute towards only 3% 
of the creative investment process, does not 
make things easy. Online television will allow 
the internet giants to play a larger role, and 
will probably give the americans, and why 
not the Japanese, a free run in europe. pascal 
rogard expresses his concern to see the de-
velopment of all these new channels weaken 
mainstream ones which, for the moment, are 

financing programme-making.
a few concerns are also voiced as to an even-
tual preparation for a « great european digital 
market »,  some recalling how important it is 
to protect our cultural exceptions and others 
feeling that much thought should be given to 
this and must affect all the sectors ; and that 
this could perhaps lead to a tax which could 
also be laid down on countries receiving the 
programmes …  
Jean-pierre elkabbach then asks whether the 
fact that there is now a single access point at 
France télévisions has changed anything in 
the organisation of the profession.
emmanuelle guilbart adds that this has 
changed nothing in terms of the number 
of projects, the editorial policies having 
remained distinct and enabling the diversity 
of what is on offer to continue. 

tips so that what comes alive 
does not go Back to sleep ?
stéphane Le bars feels that to prevent 
up-and-coming French series from crash-
ing down again, it is absolutely necessary 
that they be able to « stay on the air » for a 
certain number of evenings ; indeed, one of 
the keys to success is to keep viewers coming 
back for more. The massive predominance of 
american series plays in their favour then, 
like a vicious or virtuous circle, since its very 
existence reinforces the desire for more. One 
of the issues is therefore to ensure that French 
series are part of a regular broadcasting cycle 
and stay on the air.
while Jean-pierre elkabbach is asking 
whether those participating have any recom-
mendations for the future, there is a common 
agreement that emerges on the importance of 
facilitating international, and more specifi-
cally european productions, in order to fight 
against the american hegemony. indeed, 
if the american show-runner proves to be 
often highly efficient, this is not the only way 
to proceed and in europe there are certain 
cultural and linguistic specificities that must 
be respected.
eric garandeau also indicates that it is not 
because methods are adopted which prove to 
be effective, in particular, using the show-run-
ner like our american counterparts, that this 

systematically means that we have « sell our 
souls ». what has happened in films shows 
this: we can completely « build on national 
specificities in order to excel internationally ». 
The cnc has, moreover, opened up funding 
schemes linked to the english language in 
this area that it would like to see extended 
and more widely used for other languages.
Laurent storch underlines that, even if it can 
be deplored that the language that series are 
generally made in is english, that obviously 
gives anglo-american production an advan-
tage and that in europe, generally speaking, 
english has equally been adopted so much 
so that it is difficult to attract foreign viewers 
towards languages from different countries.
it is once again the occasion to regret that in 
France, even when there is a highly success-
ful series, there are not enough episodes to 
be able to ensure that the breaking in of the 
series, its translation and its adaptation in 
an overseas market. yet, when this is offered, 
foreign viewers love it.
stéphane Le bars wonders whether we 
should not tend towards giving more funding 
directly to screenwriters, which would enable 
them to arrive better prepared when they 
meet with producers. eric garandeau answers 
that the rules are changing, that a decree is 
in the process of being adapted and that it 
should enable assistance to be offered more at 
the creation stage of the concept, to help the 
screenwriter directly and then to help with 
the writing and the development. he adds 
that, on this occasion, the spirit of the cnc 
is always to try to subtly arbitrate between 
selective and automatic funding.

a more speciFicallY French tYpe 
oF storYline?
Jean-pierre elkabbach then asks whether 
there are any storylines, or a certain type of 
storyline which would guarantee success more 
than any others.
emmanuelle guilbart answers that producers 
offer broadcasters projects that correspond 
with their programming schedules and with 
their editorial policy.
Laurent storch recalls that producers are the 
project managers and that moreover, often 
producer-screenwriters have more chance of 

becoming known than producer-producers, 
as the producer-screenwriter often has a bet-
ter sense of what viewers want. it is equally 
recalled that even though some series have 
a long lifespan, they evolve and if its specific 
brand is obviously well maintained, the main 
character like the storyline have, in general, 
changed along the line. The example of Julie 
Lescaut is quoted as an illustration.
The importance of the screenwriter’s role 
should equally be highlighted, especially as 
the viewers’ appetite for storylines that are 
well put together is increasing significantly.
it is also the occasion to insist on the creative 
space opened up by the series, this format 
that enables the deployment of longer and 
narratively more complex storylines, just like 
the introduction of more nuanced protago-
nists.
bénédicte Lesage pleads for the reinforce-
ment of the trust between the different 
partners – broadcasters, producers, screen-
writers – which could be the real liberating 
element of creative energy. Laurent storch 
confirms how positive it is to share a common 
ambition with the producer, but adds that  we 
must absolutely keep a close eye on costs : 
more series would be made in France if they 
were cheaper.
as for stéphane Le bars, he would like 
the decision-making line of authority to be 
simplified. nowadays, we sometimes get the 
impression that everyone has the power to say 
« no » but no-one really has it to say « yes ».

what aBout tomorrow ?
what will the future bring? asks Jean-pierre 
elkabbach. do channels have advisors who 
take part in preparing editorials and pro-
grammes according to what society could 
want in two or three years time?
emmanuelle guilbart replies that this is 
obviously necessary, even if we only take into 
account production deadlines. Other series, at 
the same time, are provided with the means 
to « stick to realism » ; in this way, ‘plus belle 
la vie’ is written as it goes along : we see really 
well how the current atmosphere transpires 
and how the adaptation process is ongoing.
emmanuel guilbart adds that the treatment 
of prime-time series differs from the work 
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which can be carried out for other time slots. 
in this way, on France 2, at the moment, the 
teams are working on a weekly daytime fic-
tion programme while looking for areas for 
diversifying on other channels.
stéphane Le bars recalls that the daily soap 
opera is one of the biggest commitments and 
that he is pleased that today this project is in 
the process of being launched. indeed, this 
was sadly lacking in France with no daily 
soap on either of the two major channels, that 
is tF1 and France 2.
erci garandeau confirms that daytime fic-
tion must be made available, a genre that is 
planned to be developed. moreover, the new 
channels will probably have a role to play, and 
the cnc is committed to seeing how it can 
also help web fictions.
eric garandeau refers, on this occasion, to 
the importance of preserving the resources of 
the cnc and letting the institution collect 
taxes in order to be able to continue irrigating 
the film and audiovisual industry. regulation 
is not in any way protectionist, it simply en-
ables us to harness the current and to reinvest 
in French programme creation.
stéphane Le bars recalls, in this way, that 
French films are the finest in europe and 
that the clear rules of the game applying to 
everyone and obeyed by everyone, are an 
important asset. 
Jean-pierre elkabbach then praises the pres-
ence of david assouline in the room and asks 
him for his opinion on developments and 
the role of the senatorial commission over 
which he presides.
The latter adds that he has been called upon 
unexpectedly and that he has already stated 
a few of the principles that inspire him dur-
ing his opening speech. For him, within the 
context of the financial crisis, uncertainty 
concerning the means of financing all indus-
tries is obvious. nevertheless, he is convinced 
that it is not within the cultural sector that 
we should cut back on the budget. creation, 
especially in the audiovisual sector, would be 
even more of an asset to make the country 
more dynamic and to develop it in the inter-
national context. we need to try to make sav-
ings elsewhere and try rather to get organised 
– why not with our european neighbours ? 

– in order to develop more projects. culture is 
never incompatible with economic develop-
ment, and considering sacrificing the fiction 
programme genre, and more particularly that 
of the series, would, moreover, be especially 
dangerous as it represents in this case a vec-
tor of cultural appropriation, a means of 
strengthening social links and finally of «be-
ing a society ». has not everyone of us been 
affected, at one time or another by a particular 
series ? and then, for his part, it seems that 
more often or not, he only watches televi-
sion  with the whole family when soap operas 
are on, this genre which promotes sharing in 
particular. concerning this, he states that he 
is, moreover, against targeting and hopes that 
there will still be lots of series which cater for 
both the young and the old together, without 
attempting at all costs to keep the generations 
apart.
The speakers then come back to the necessity 
of broadening the audiovisual financial base 
which nowadays can no longer rely on just 
mainstream broadcasters. The internet, like 
the telephone, must take part in drawing up 
the budget for programme-making and must 
be concerned worried about the weakening 
of the budget at France télévisions which, de-
prived of advertising, has not yet found other  
resources to replace it with.
The diversity of the viewers and of the 
protagonists of the sector : a source of wealth 
highlighted by the speakers.
From the floor, questions are asked about 
the editorial trends of the various channels. 
emmanuelle guilbart adds, then, that indeed, 
a percentage of the budget of France 4 is 
devoted to fiction.
it is once again the occasion to insist on the 
fact that the clear, common game rules are an 
important  asset for developing a vigorous, 
daring and creative industry. michel boyon 
indicates that, on this occasion, it would be 
necessary to also work on the clarification 
and the simplification of contracts. Finally, 
the consensus is great as to the idea that 
screenwriters must necessarily play a role 
in a dialogue which cannot only take place 
between the producer and the broadcaster.
a delegation of young producers urge the 
broadcasters to have more curiosity. it must 

be noted that diversity is a source of inspira-
tion and that some very good ideas have in 
this way come from talents in suburban hous-
ing estates. nerve and daring pay!
Laurent storch obviously shares the idea 
according to which we must strive to draw 
out young talents, whilst stéphane Le bars 
regrets that some channels, whose view-
ers are nevertheless young and  from varied 
backgrounds, often from minority ethnic 
groups, do not finance fiction programmes, 
but are just happy to limit themselves to 
using ready-made programmes. it does not 
make sense to leave all the responsibility of 
creative programme-making and investment 
in development to only the long-standing 
historic channels.
in conclusion to this debate, a vast number of 
people feel that these Fontainebleau meetings 
are to  be considered in a long-term perspec-
tive and boost the audacity of a sector that is 
rich in various talents. There is every reason 
to be proud of the French series, which has 
all the means of competing on a par with 
other countries. it is a battle to be led but one 
which can and must be won!

The opening ceremony of série series is notably the opportunity for 
Frédéric vallletoux, the mayor of Fontainebleau to thank kandimari 
– marie barraco and Laetitia duguet-  and the « trio at the top » for 
having launched this new event – nicole Jamet, screenwriter, Jean-
François boyer, producer, and philippe triboit, director- which he is 
glad and proud to welcome in his town, whose name, he teaches us in 
passing, means  : « the red maple in the morning dew » in mandarin.
Then Jean-François hébert, director of the château of Fontainebleau, 
expresses his immense joy at being a partner in this event. more-
over, he proposes that for future editions, to « make use of him more 
», suggesting closer links be fostered with the theatre and also that 
the gardens be used. it is indeed an edifice of the French patrimony 
which deserves to be made better known, a veritable « family home » 
in which all the kings lived and honoured between the 12th and 19th 
centuries.
and while we are on the subject of the family, Jean-François boyer 
reminds us that this event was intended to be a « truce » between 
the various professions : screenwriters, producers, directors but also 
broadcasters, « a family reunion ». moreover, these are precisely the 
real family stories that make good series !
seizing this notion of family harmony, Julien dray, vice-president in 
charge of culture for the ile–de-France region, concludes by declaring, 
with a pinch of humour « that in politics as well, we love each other a lot ! 
» also referring to the series ‘The west wing’. and he goes on to invite the 
French audiovisual industry to be even more productive, whenever possible 
in the ile–de-France region, highlighting, beyond the cultural patronage, 
the strong economic issues at stake within the sector.

Opening OF the 
1st editiOn OF série series
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the deBate is thrown open to the Floor
You have worked in the United States. What memories do you have of 
this time ?
dominic minghella has very fond memories of this period. he likes 
working with the americans a great deal ; he appreciates their enthu-
siasm and their spontaneity. The english, as everyone knows, are more 
reserved.
Do international co-productions have an impact on the creation process ?
dominic minghella feels that he has been lucky in this area. The 
american partners for ‘robin hood’ did not intervene during the 
scriptwriting stage. The only remark they made concerned the actors’ 
teeth. whatever happens, he is in favour of international co-produc-
tions and feels that it is, as paradoxical as it may seem, easier for a 
script writer to impose his point of view when the number of backers 
is high.
Does the evolution of the audiovisual scene and the arrival of new actors 
on in the marketplace provide new opportunities for the screenwriters ?
dominic minghella thinks that the arrival of the satellite group sky 
in the fiction marketplace should effectively provide new opportuni-
ties. at the same time, the economic crisis has strongly hit the bbc 
and channel 4 whose budgets committed to fiction have been severely 
cut back. moreover, he feels the need to state that it is more and more 
difficult for a young script writer to make a name for himself. The 
emergence of show-runners leads to an increasingly limited number of 
screenwriters in jobs.
Can collaboration with producers or broadcasters be a source of inspira-
tion for a screenwriter ?
writing is a solitary task. more than just for their collaboration, dom-
inic minghella expects producers to give him their support, especially 
when he is overcome by doubt and when he gets stuck.
English series have got a very distinct visual quality that stands out. 
How is the work with the director of photography carried out?
The look of the series, the visual universe, the palette of colours or the 
choice of cameras must be defined beforehand, at the script writing 
stage and therefore before the shooting. The director of photography 
will be chosen with this in mind. The same goes for the music. The 
composer must, according to dominic minghella, be involved in the 
project before the shooting. The music can, for example, inspire the 
actors’ performance.
Is writing a series different from writing a full-length feature film ?
in a full-length feature film, the narrative must accompany the char-
acter and make him evolve. On the contrary, in a series, the characters 
must not evolve too much, or only very slightly or subtly. The storyline 
changes from one episode to the next, but the characters remain true 
to themselves. in this way, the viewers do not want ‘doc martin’ to be 
happy !

interview / masterclass
sandra Ouaiss introduces dominic minghella and looks back over his 
career. he started out as a screenwriter on ‘hamish macbeth’, which 
launched robert carlyle. after several years in the United states, he re-
turned to great britain and met martin clune who asked him to write 
the screenplay for the first season of ‘doc martin’. This series, which was 
highly successful in britain, won the award for the best fiction at the « 
british comedy awards » and gave rise to numerous remakes in France, 
germany, spain and russia. he was then contacted by the bbc, via 
tiger aspect productions, and worked as executive producer and show-
runner on ‘robin hood’ which was for its distributor bbc worldwide, 
the series with the most international sales.
since then, dominic minghella has set up his own production company, 
island pictures ; an evolution which he considers logical. The creation 
of this company became obvious to him. he had been developing this 
project for several years, but his involvement in ‘robin hood’ – which 
he does not regret – meant that he had to put it on hold. For dominic 
minghella, production is a creative process in the same way as script-
writing. all the decisions which traditionally fall on the producer – the 
organisation of shooting , financing, casting – fuel the creative process. 
you must obviously not be « afraid to talk money » and this, it is true, 
scares off some screenwriters.
asked about the role of the show-runner, dominic minghella reminds 
us that this position applies essentially to stateside production. The 
show-running culture is not yet established in britain and it is difficult 
to give it a specific role. a hybrid position was however created for soap 
operas, but it is very different from the american model. Otherwise, 
the « screenwriters / producers » are always associated with « producers 
/ producers ». in this way, for ‘robin hood’, dominic minghella was 
associated with Foz allan, a producer at tiger aspects productions. 
nevertheless, the position of show-runner reassures broadcasters.
The number of show-runners should, according to dominic minghella, 
rise in britain in years to come, and this, in spite of the crisis which has 
hit the audiovisual sector. even though the channels are reduced today 
to a drastic policy of cutbacks, the quality of the fiction programmes 
that they broadcast remains their main objective. The system of show-
running allows us not only to make large-scale savings, but at the same 
time to attract talents.
Otherwise, the success of a series is nowadays measured in terms of 
international sales. it is highly obvious that such a policy threatens the 
series that are considered « too local » but at the same time the formats 
that have been until now favoured by british channels; that is, the mini-
series of 4 or 6 episodes, which are difficult to export, especially to the 
United states. if this format has been long favoured by broadcasters, 
explains dominic minghella, it is that the screenplays were tradition-
ally entrusted to dramatists coming from the theatre. The latter, « when 
they consented to work for television », refused to write more than 6 
episodes; which already represented a considerable amount of work. 
moreover, the producers of ‘doc martin’ always refused to shoot more 
than 6 episodes per season; the main reason being the inhabitants of the 
village where the series is filmed hardly appreciate being invaded by film 

crews and the leading actor – martin clune – does not want to become 
typecast in this role.
sandra Ouaiss asks dominic minghella about the involvement of chan-
nels and their interventions in the writing process. dominic minghella, 
on this subject, makes the distinction between the bbc and itv. The 
bbc, which benefits from larger work teams, is more involved in the 
screenwriters’ work. Their interventions remain limited to a few details. 
but a screenwriter learns with experience that the most difficult thing 
in this job is « to impose his point of view » on the film crews, i.e. the 
actors and the directors. The broadcasters’ opinions and remarks are 
secondary.

“doc martin” has been the object of several remakes in several countries. 
sandra Ouaiss would like to know concerning this, whether dominic 
minghella took part in the adaptation of the series. he answers that 
he was not consulted and that he did not take part in the transactions 
; partly for the simple fact that the producers had never imagined that 
the series – which had been so difficult to set up - could eventually be 
adapted overseas and, therefore they had not written this option in his 
contract. dominic minghella recalls that the series almost did not get 
off the ground and that itv gave up on the project several times over 
before giving the go-ahead. dominic minghella confesses, somewhat 
embarrassed, to not having seen a single episode of the French version 
and he regrets this. he has however heard that the actors were fantastic.
in conclusion, dominic minghella talks about his future projects. he 
is currently working on the adaptation of novel by daphné du mau-
rier entitled « The scapegoat ». The film will be directed by charles 
sturridge. at the same time, he is writing a series with a storyline that 
takes place in prison. Finally, he will direct a historical film about a maid 
employed in puccini’s tuscan villa in 1903. 
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before looking back over the spellbinding and « vintage » universe of 
the series ‘The hour’, Jean-marc auclair asks those participating to 
talk about the audiovisual scene in britain.
The bbc is financed solely by tv licence fees, which amount to 3 
billion pounds. Out of this sum, £800,000 are absorbed by the channel 
bbc One alone. with 17 new series launched between July 2011 
and June 2012, and 200 hours of programming in prime time (apart 
from soaps), bbc One is the top broadcaster in terms of original 
fiction. Fiction on itv and channel 4 represents respectively 250 and 
154 hours of programming, once again in prime time. daniel isaacs 
indicates that although the bbc can pride itself publicly in not being 
concerned about audience ratings, the competition between the dif-
ferent channels – and especially with itv - is fierce; which, moreover, 
complicates the work of fiction producers, broadcasting hours of series 
being kept secret until the last minute. in addition, this competition 
explains why the fiction programmes broadcasted are now very differ-
ent from one channel to another; this was not the case 20 years ago, 
when you could not tell the difference between a bbc series and an 
itv one. it should be noted, as well, that neither bbc One nor itv 
broadcast american series in prime time.
The audiovisual market in britain is still full of opportunities for fic-
tion producers. daniel isaacs is persuaded that the industry is going 
to develop sharply in years to come, especially with the arrival of the 
sky group in the fiction programme marketplace. Like amc in the 
United states (responsible for the immense successes, ‘mad men’ 
and ‘walking dead’), many english channels are beginning to show 
an interest in the series sector. derek wax confirms that the period 
is particularly favourable to programme creators, while adding that, 
since withdrawing ‘big brother’, channel 4 has equally set its heart on 
becoming an important figure in the world of tv fiction.
asked about kudos Films and tv, daniel isaacs indicates that the 
company is celebrating twenty years of existence. it is today special-
ised in fiction programme production and has as its assets, series like 
‘spooks’, ‘hustle’ and ‘Life on mars’ which have been hugely successful 
amongst viewers. kudos employs 32 members of staff and produces 50 
hours of fiction programmes a year. 7 new series are in the process of 
being produced. kudos was bought out by the shine group in 2007.
Jean-marc auclair would like to come back to the subject of ‘The 
hour’, which some people regard as the english version of ‘mad men’. 
Jane Featherstone, the director of kudos, is responsible for creating 
this concept. she has always had the idea in mind to produce a series 
about what goes on behind the scenes of a television programme, 
and she shared with abi morgan, the screenwriter, a passion for the 
Fifties.  you must realise that, just after the war, « televised news» was 
controlled by the government, the bbc being, in a certain way, its 
spokesman. in the mid- Fifties, there emerged a new generation of 
journalists, and programmes like ‘panorama’ were there right from the 
start when investigative journalism came into being. The series ‘The 
hour’ is set during the suez canal crisis in 1956, the period in which, 
the bbc decided, for the first time, to « rebel » against the govern-
ment. The series is based on these events and the journalists who 

covered the news at this crucial moment. derek wax understands that 
‘The hour’ could be compared to “mad men”. both series are indeed 
set in the Fifties, but the comparison ends there. abi morgan had the 
talent to create original characters and her storyline is more in line 
with the spy thriller genre. in the end, the two series are completely 
different.
Jean-marc auclair says that French channels refuse to produce series 
about the world of television. This was not the case with ‘The hour’, 
and the bbc came to the decision in less than a week. it is obvious, 
adds derek wax, that having abi morgan’s name as screenwriter 
amongst the credits – abi’s talent is renowned in britain – won over 
the bbc chiefs who continue to make plenty of room for  author-
written fictions. you have to realise, besides, that the bbc makes a 
decision to film on the basis of one or two scripts, and this is due to 
the fact that, adds daniel isaacs, « no well-known  screenwriter would 
accept to waste a year of his or her life to write an entire season with-
out having the guarantee that the series will actually be made ».
abi morgan began her career by writing for theatre. her first tv 
fiction – produced by bbc two – was entitled ‘murder’. it revealed 
her talent for telling a story in an unusual and provoking way. ten 
years ago, derek wax put her in charge of writing the mini-series ‘sex 
traffic’.  This work won more than twenty international awards and 
abi morgan became overnight one of the most popular screenwriters 
in britain.
abi morgan was put in charge of all the writing of the six episodes of 
the first season. The most amazing  thing was that, at the time, she was 
working on six other projects, one of which being steve mc queen’s 
film, ‘shame’, an adaptation of a novel by dickens and two plays. she 
was especially involved in ‘The hour’ project. ruth kenley-Letts adds 
that she gave her opinion on all aspects of production, whether it con-
cerned the choice of directors or actors, but equally on the editing. as 
the film was being shot in a huge block of flats in north London, an 
office was set up for her so that she could continue to write during the 
shooting. she could, moreover, take part in rehearsals and she received 
the rushes at the end of each day of shooting. during the first week of 
shooting, ruth kenley-Letts received everyday five-page emails which 
were full of notes, comments and remarks; you have to appreciate that 
abi morgan’s scripts are extremely detailed, whether about the scenery 
or the costumes; which does not always please the directors who, let us 
not forget, only have eleven days to tie up an hour-long episode.  it is 
therefore impossible for them to take into account every single stage 
direction. Jean-marc auclair then goes on to talk about the position 
of show-runner , but daniel isaacs objects to this term – which, ac-
cording to him, only applies to stateside production – adding that abi 
morgan was executive producer.
Jean-marc auclair asks about the involvement of broadcasters. derek 
wax states that the scripts are systematically sent to them. They take 
part in the reading sessions with the actors. asked about the cost 
of the series, daniel isaacs replies that they can be anything up to 1 
million pounds per episode.  each channel – he adds- defines a price 
scale for the fiction programmes it produces; this can vary between 

£700,000 and £900,000.  
‘The hour’ being an anglo-american co-production, Jean-marc 
auclair would like to know whether the american producers had any-
thing to say about the actors’ accents. daniel isaacs confirms it.  actu-
ally, they prefer actors not to have regional accents that are too strong. 
This was not the case with ‘The hour’. On the other hand, derek wax 
produced a tv film – ‘Occupation’ in which the actors came from 
Liverpool and manchester. The series was sub-titled for broadcasting 
in the United states.
in conclusion, derek wax says that the bbc commissioned a second 
season one week after the broadcasting of the very first episode.  

the deBate is thrown open to the Floor
What were the first elements presented to the BBC ?
daniel isaacs replies that the concept of the series (the universe and 
the characters), accompanied by a brief two-page description was 
presented to the bbc. The aim being to provide them with enough 
elements to whet their appetite and so that they would commission a 
screenplay. in britain, broadcasters do not like receiving « sixty-page 
bibles » as they prefer to be involved in the development process. Once 
the script is finished, it is then handed over to them. in the best of 
situations, they love the script and give the go-ahead right away. in the 
most often of cases, broadcasters give back a list of comments which 
are then used to write the second draft. derek wax  tells us that on 
average, out of 10 projects presented to the channels, only two or three 
are approved.
Do channels finance scripts in their entirety?
The bbc, channel 4 and sky finance scripts in their entirety, even if 
the series is not made. itv contributes up to £10,000 towards its de-
velopment. daniel isaacs adds that even though the bbc has available 
an in-house fiction production department, according to the law, it has 
to commission up to 25% of its series from independent studios; but 
in reality, this figure is more like 40%.
How many projects for series are sent to the BBC every year?
The bbc does not provide any information on this matter.
asked about her career, ruth kenley-Letts finally replies that she 
started it as an actress. she then took to filming, before becoming a 
producer. daniel isaacs adds that, as a director, she received the Oscar 
for the best short Film in 1995.

 ‘the hOUr’ (bbc – great britain)
case study
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nicole Jamet introduces both speakers, debora abramowicz, director 
of international projects and developments at the sacd, and philippe 
Lyon, the screenwriter for ‘xiii’ who has worked, notably within this 
framework, in a writing workshop.

French law versus copYright
noting the emergence of new requests for international co-productions, 
nicole Jamet wonders whether this represents a new trend.
debora abramowicz confirms that for the last year or two, there have 
been several major co-production projects like ‘xiii’ or ‘Les borgia’, but at 
the sacd, they cannot go as far as talking about a trend, except perhaps 
in animation field.
it is then added – needless to say – that the sacd is not limited to 
French screenwriters and that foreigners be members, on condition that 
their contracts be in accordance with French law. Thus, foreign screen-
writers can declare their works and receive the rights pertaining to, at least 
in theory, the guarantee of royalties.
debora abramowicz recalls the difference between the French or more 
generally european way of doing things and the american way in which 
rights are managed by local guilds which negotiate canadian and ameri-
can screenwriters’ rights with minima previously set down in collective 
conventions and, in general, high initial flat fees seldom followed up by 
a few royalties for exploitation abroad. in fact, within this framework, 
screenwriters generally give up their rights for  worldwide exploitation.
nicole Jamet understands that a French screenwriter can equally choose 
to be affiliated to anglo-american law, but experience shows that more 
often things turn out better when there is an agent in the country in 
question.
debora abramowicz says that in practice, French screenwriters, more 
often than not, sign up with one of the French co-producers. moreover, 
it seems to her to be the best system – « i would be on my guard against 
copyright if i were a French screenwriter », she says, – but if someone 
insists that the screenwriter sign a contract with « copyright » attached, 
the latter must be particularly watchful and make sure that he really 
understands all the ins and outs of the contract in question.
but why give in to the perils of copyright? debora abramowicz answers 
that the initial flat fee can sometimes be attractive and that, in this situ-
ation you must think it over, but often, several years down the line, you 
realise that you know longer have any rights over the work, and that is so, 
even if it has been adapted, toned down, widely distributed and exploited. 
Often the writer does not get a penny.
philippe Lyon understands this argument, but recalls that on a royalty 
basis in which payments are spread out over years, very often, the screen-
writer does not get anything either and finds it very difficult to make a 
living !
debora abramowicz  adds, however, that the sacd keeps an eye on the 
countries which it has an agreement with.
Often, in order to simplify copyright management, co-producers share 
the same territories. This is very highly complex in French law, especially 
if the other co-producers refuse to pay their dues. 
philippe Lyon feels that it is important to compromise between both 

systems, as if French law is obviously highly protective and theoretically 
favourable towards screenwriters, in practice,  copyright is often much 
more remunerative.
debora abramowicz then insists once again on the importance of the 
producer’s role, notably in germany or in scandinavia which do not have 
an agreement with the sacd and where the producer is consequently 
entirely responsible for paying the screenwriters. she adds that the sacd 
makes  contract models which have been translated available for screen-
writers and producers, and that concurrently some anglo-americans 
have been helped with amending their contract so that they can join the 
sacd.
French law, adds debora abramowicz, is often seen at the same time as 
being a law which makes a screenwriter seem « a nuisance », due to the 
fact that there is a final cut.

a Frenchman amongst americans
philippe Lyon talks about the way in which work was carried out on the 
series ‘xiii’, recalling that before the series itself, two 90-minute pilots 
had been written by him, with his co-writer, and that in this way they laid 
down the basis for the adaptation. he highlights that he was fortunate 
that the author of the comic strip ‘xiii’ could act as referee;  this proved 
even more useful as this comic strip had not been translated into english, 
adapting this story with english-speaking partners was not always easy ... 
he was, however, fascinated by the confrontation between the French 
way of working and the canadian. tensions were often high once the lat-
ter took over the shooting and introduced major issues concerning costs 
and money.  Thus, for example, in the so-called anglo-saxon copyright 
system, screenwriters are paid in accordance with the opening and closing 
credits. This is therefore the major issue during contract discussions. The 
screenwriter does not budge an inch during negotiations over the title he 
will have in the credits and, on this occasion, often he even asks to have « 
producer credits ». as it happens, in this case his co-writer threatened to 
complain to the canadian guild in order to prove that he was more of a 
writer than him.
coming back to the experience of collective writing, philippe Lyon adds 
that the canadian crew worked alongside an american show-runner, 
but as it happened, they needed him to make the storyline stick to the 
original version which was particularly tentacular and, to accomplish the 
adaptation, he had to « tame it without distorting it ». The writing room, 
in the beginning, was a huge 2000 m2 hangar, of which 800 m2 were 
taken up by offices, and work started on a blank whiteboard, stuck on the 
wall, divided up into 13 columns in order to launch the writing of the 
season.
in true american style, it often happens that the venture begins without 
any real guarantee, just based on a handshake, carried out in the enthu-
siasm of new beginnings, and that does not happen without risks. Thus, 
he left for Los angeles, penniless, and was only paid a month later. if 
he had been registered then in the anglo-saxon system, this would not 
have been possible as, being highly protective towards their writers and 
their rights, the screenwriters’ associations would have kicked him out 
very quickly as they do with any screenwriter that does not « play by the 
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rules ». he would have then been ostracised by his union and lost out on a 
number of fringe benefits, and especially his pension rights. he under-
stands moreover that the power of these american unions may scare off 
some producers, but acknowledges that they are, furthermore highly ef-
fective, especially thanks to standard contracts and common salary scales.
nicole Jamet confirms that guilds sometimes scare off even the writ-
ers themselves, but adds that if it happens in France that we also start 
working without a contract, we need to reorganise the work, notably with 
broadcasters, so that the latter accept to really commit themselves right 
from the start and before the drafting stage begins.

aBout the importance oF Being Bilingual
philippe Lyon states that at first he had one contract to create the bible 
and a second to take part in this writing workshop and that, at that 
moment, the French producers as well as the two belgian ones took 
charge of him, while the american producers took care of the anglo-
saxon screenwriters. For him, if the firepower of american scriptwriting 
workshops is sometimes necessary, european writers do have their role 
to play in this system. concerning this, philippe Lyon highlights that 
he was obviously helped by the fact that he can write in english, and he 
advises young French and european screenwriters, on this occasion, to 
buckle down to mastering this language. it is indeed exciting to take part 
in programmes that will straightaway be conceived as being european or 
even worldwide.
nicole Jamet also then goes on to highlight the importance for screen-
writers to be bilingual; and this is not yet very common. concerning this 
subject, she insists upon the importance of working on the training of 
screenwriters and this, especially, hand in hand with the screenwriters’ 
guild.
debora abramowicz  goes back over the importance of being able to 
speak english, even if it is just to exchange ideas with other screenwriters. 
she feels that co-producers should be incited to follow the example of 
what has been done in animation for ages.
if needs be, the importance of the development towards international 
co-productions which are easier to put into place is raised since today, 
budgetary issues are such that there can no longer be really ambitious 
projects which are not internationally co-financed and designed for 
overseas exploitation.
Language difficulties are once again explored taking into account the 
fact that for broadcasting in some countries, it will be obviously neces-
sary to rewrite the series in the language in question.  The grading of the 
screenwriters’ involvement is then mentioned, as some people can be put 
in charge of the « concept » while others are in charge of the dialogue and 
the sometimes necessary cultural adaptation. besides, it is perhaps neces-
sary, in the future, to work more on the concepts in order to leave more 
space available for any eventual national adaptations, where necessary. 

theoretical advantage over practical advantage
philippe Lyon underlines a real paradox which shows that, theoreti-
cally, French law is particularly protective but that, in practice, it is in the 
United states that screenwriters manage to make a living and get paid. it 

seems to him that we are in an interesting transitional period and looking 
at something that is in the process of taking place that we need to meet 
head-on in order to find solutions which would really enable us to make 
international co-productions happen with, comprehensible joint contracts 
for screenwriters.
it is thus suggested to work jointly with the sacd and to ask it, for 
example, to translate these collective conventions and regulations of the 
american guilds which are so thorough and so difficult to understand 
both for a French screenwriter as for a French producer.
debora abramowicz cannot ensure that this can be done, but will 
transmit the request and she reminds us that the sacd does offer advice 
for screenwriters and producers who want to negotiate in english. The 
contracts that are handed over are translated and it is explained to the 
agents from anglo-saxon countries what they must change in order to 
declare their works at the sacd. This is done free of charge.

the deBate is thrown open to the Floor : a neces-
sarY union oF representatives  From the Field, a 
standardisation and a comBination oF the eFForts 
made BY everYone
From the floor, questions are asked by young screenwriters who state that 
more and more often, they have to set up their own production company 
because nowadays, a screenwriter who wants to be received by a broad-
caster is not as the broadcaster only receives producers. This is obviously 
not an ideal solution and the members of this field would be well-advised 
to get together in order to find better ways of doing things. The american 
show-runner is, for example, a screenwriter who has a great deal of influ-
ence and who combines his influence with that of the producer. being too 
scattered, screenwriters are not powerful enough. They must unite in order 
to work together to improve their status and the consideration of their 
rights. and this essential work cannot come about solely between screen-
writers and producers, without the broadcasters. we must make everyone 
aware of the urgency of the situation and the importance, on behalf of 
all the industry, to deal with these issues. This is even more important for 
the world of television in which the producer has less freedom than in 
films and is, even more closely linked to the explicit and implicit decisions 
made by the broadcaster.
nicole Jamet insists upon the need to see the profession  unite : pro-
ducers, directors, screenwriters must get together and jointly find ways 
of working more efficiently in the creation of interesting series, in the 
consideration of the rights and the interests of every individual. This will 
in the same way facilitate international co-productions which are more 
and more often the only possibility for getting a large-scale project off the 
ground.
in France, this country rich in institutions that promote creation and 
highly efficient support and innovation systems, the situation is far from 
being desperate. This does not waive, however, the need for a strategy of 
concertation, clarification and simplification. nicole Jamet is convinced of 
it : to ensure a creative and productive future, we need to fight to succeed, 
together..
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eUrOpean cOprOdUctiOn OF series
drawing a picture of today’s situation of european co-productions

before opening the debate, Jean-marc auclair asks aviva silver to talk 
about market trends and on-going developments.
although digital activity affects films and television differently, the 
multiplication of channel platforms and the use of social networks 
have a major impact on investment. when it comes to europe, for 
example, it can be seen that the sharing out of advertising takings 
on this multitude of platforms has a negative effect on investment in 
fiction programmes. The question can also be raised about the visibility 
of works and the promotion of european content. aviva silver wishes 
it to be noted that the americans have got an advantage on this point, 
but also that the series cannot have a highly positive promotional ef-
fect for the channel which broadcasts it.  however, europe must be in 
a position to take advantage of these developments.
a debate was organized yesterday on the work of the show-runner and 
its importance in getting a major series accepted for co-production. 
what are the new professions ? what are the necessary training 
schemes for this new environment ? The media programme  supports 
three streams for television ; the first concerns training, which is in-
tended to be international. recognising that the market does not stop 
at europe’s borders, training schemes are set up with argentina or 
even south korea. The second stream is support for project develop-
ment, and the third concerns aid for tv distribution (support given 
to independent producers for creating audiovisual works). The new 
media programme for 2014 aims to broaden its scope and will propose 
modules on new forms of writing,  new professions (the show-runner) 
and co-production.
Jean-marc auclair proposes to open the debate and asks all those 
participating about the state of co-production in their respective 
countries.
britain occupies a place apart on the european audiovisual scene. 
daniel isaacs states that the number of co-productions there is still 
very low, out of all of the new series which have been programmed 
these last 11 months, only two are co-produced with european part-
ners. The funding mechanisms are such that channels rarely resort to 
them, and if ever they do, it is with the intention of producing series « 
on a much larger scale » and more ambitious or those which deal with 
subjects which are rarely – so as not to say never – dealt with in the 
fiction programmes offered by local broadcasters. traditionally, britain 
offers mini-series or historical fictions which are essentially aimed at 
local markets. nowadays, however, english broadcasters are attempt-
ing to compete with fiction programmes developed in the United 
states, and these new ambitions demand much higher budgets, which 
will require – daniel isaacs is convinced of it – english channels to 
open up to co-productions. This inevitable transition will, however, 

be slow. if bbc One and itv are still very reluctant, the ambitions 
of the sky group – which really intends to be more developed in the 
fiction programme market – are more orientated towards interna-
tional dealings, as the satellite group wishes to offer viewers different 
products.
The case of spain is slightly similar, notes beatriz herzog ruiz de 
alegria. it is true that the number of co-productions is still limited 
there. however, the situation is in the process of changing, and a 
channel like antena 3 is gradually turning towards european partners. 
spanish channels – in the same way as english ones – have always 
favoured fiction programmes that are set in a purely local context. This 
being said, viewers’ tastes, especially those of the youngest members, 
have evolved and resorting to co-productions does not respond as 
much to a need for extra finances as to the need to develop new sub-
ject matter.
belgium co-produces between 40 and 50 episodes of French series a 
year, and this is essentially for reasons of broadcasting rights. how-
ever, she has the most difficulty in getting belgian series co-produced 
by France. it is true that, as arlette zylberberg underlines, belgium 
didn’t have any screenwriters for tv series. since 8 years, the aim has 
been to promote the writing of series on a belgian initiative. paradoxi-
cally, although european co-productions are flourishing, belgium is 
trying, to the contrary, to develop production approaches that are on 
a more local basis. having said this, if belgium does not co-produce 
series with other countries than France, it is also because the belgian 
French-speaking television refuses to broadcast series in the original 
language with sub-titles.
in italy, traditionally, international co-productions went hand in hand 
with major tv events. Luca milano quotes the example of Franco 
zefferelli’s ‘Jesus of nazareth’ in the seventies or more recently, ‘coco 
chanel’ or ‘pinocchio’ ; fiction programmes that deal with popular and 
well-known topics, being able to attract a european or even ameri-
can viewing public. nowadays, the trend is, for reasons that are both 
economic and editorial, to co-produce european series, in response 
to the emergence of a « european culture » amongst viewers, espe-
cially the youngest.  in this way, rai develops numerous partnerships 
with France and germany. The attempts at co-productions with the 
english are rarer, the channels – most particularly the bbc – refusing 
any interference in the writing process ... and tinny andreatta draws 
attention to the fact that « the english want money, but nothing more 
». daniel isaacs confirms it, explaining that english broadcasters feel 
that the subject matter must be aimed in priority at british viewers ; 
for them, english and italian viewers’ tastes are too different.
Fabrice de La patellière then remarks that the highly competitive 
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context compels broadcasters to find programmes that are more and 
more powerful. canal +, a pay-channel, has to nowadays offer its 
subscribers series which can compete, in the international market, with 
programmes coming from the north-american market. co-produc-
tion allows us to double - or more – budgets for series and to get hold 
of subjects which it would be impossible to tackle in a local produc-
tion ; the greatest difficulty being to find common subjects, without 
falling into the trap of the « european pudding ». it is, according to 
dominic minghella, one of the great risks producers who are involved 
in a co-production are confronted with, as the series produced, « 
through trying to get through to everyone, you do not get through 
to anyone » ! This fits into the debate on the difficulties italy went 
through to develop co-production with britain. The channels on the 
european market are very different, especially in terms of image, and 
broadcasters, unlike producers, have the greatest difficulty in identify-
ing potential partners. Fabrice de La patellière is convinced that « a 
project cannot hover between two artistic directions ». co-productions 
are only viable if beforehand we ensure that the broadcasters share the 
same artistic vision.   
according to tone c. rolling, the storyline takes prevails over all the 
other elements. « if the storyline is good, all the rest will fall into place 
». she takes for example the series ‘Lilyhammer’, a co-production 
between the norwegian channel nrk and netflix, the vOd giant in 
the United states. it is the strength of the storyline which appealed to 
steven van zandt and which made him accept the leading role in the 
series. in any event, scandinavian countries have a long tradition in 
terms of co-production, a nordic financing fund having been set up a 
very long time ago.
Jean-marc auclair brings up the issue of language. are co-produced 
series necessarily made in english ? On this point, even if he admits 
that english is the language used in exchanges, Fabrice de la patel-
lière is convinced that it can be imagined that co-produced series are 
not filmed solely in the english language. Thus, canal+ and kudos are 
currently working on the adaptation of the magnificent series ‘broen’ 
and uphold the principle of the coming together of two cultures : in 
this case France and england. in the original series, the body which 
was found in the middle of the bridge which links sweden to den-
mark, will be found, in this new version, in the middle of the channel 
tunnel. it must be noted, moreover, that an american adaptation of 
the same series is in the process of being drafted.
still on the subject of language, ingolf gabold recalls that europe is a 
multicultural continent and that the huge variety of languages spoken 
there gives it its strength. Unfortunately, broadcasters are reluctant to 
programme foreign series in subtitled original version. he takes as an 
example the case of a danish and german co-production. The series 
was filmed in 13 european countries with local actors each speaking 
their own language. in scandinavian countries, the series was shown 
in original version. in germany, the broadcasters decided to dub the 
work in german, which meant that, in the end, all the characters 
spoke german. The very concept of the series had failed : it no longer 
made any sense. series must respect everyone’s identity and particularity.

‘Lilyhammer’ constitutes, in this respect, the best example of a co-
production which was able to respect the specificities of the two coun-
tries associated : norway and the United states. cultural differences 
are the very subject of the series. steven van zandt was convinced that 
‘Lilyhammer’ should be « the most norwegian possible ». moreover, 
the american producers’ keen interest in the series was such that they 
decided, for broadcasting in the United states – and this is a unique 
case – not to dub the norwegian dialogues in english, in order to 
preserve the originality of the concept. steven van zandt learnt from 
david chase (the creator of the tv series ‘The sopranos’) that « the 
more singular you are, the more universal you are » ; proof that co-
productions are the future of tv fiction.
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Those who have had the chance to attend the projection of the first 
episode of ‘real humans’ (Äkta människor) will have understood that 
this series occupies a special place on the swedish audiovisual scene. 
indeed, contrary to anglo-saxon countries, sweden (like France, by 
the way) is not traditionally keen on science-fiction. it is, however, in 
this universe that the series ‘real humans’ evolves, depicting a society 
in which humanoid robots have become everyday objects. before com-
ing back to this universe which is as astonishing as it is fascinating, 
philippe triboit asks the participants to present the tv fiction scene 
in sweden.
with a 35% market share, stefan baron adds that stv1 (which 
belongs to the public group sveriges television) is the number one 
channel in sweden. its top rival is the private channel tv4 which 
ranks second (30% market share).  Then come stv2 and two other 
commercial channels :  kanal 5 (prosieben group) and tv3 (modern 
times group). with two fiction evenings a week – on sunday and 
monday evenings – the stv group is the number one broadcaster of 
original swedish fiction programmes. stv1 produces 4 series a year, 
5 mini-series and 1 sitcom. 40% of the series are today produced in-
house, but this percentage has continued to fall for the last 4 years and 
should stabilise at 25%, the group having chosen to call upon indepen-
dent studios more and more. tv4 produces essentially crime fiction, 
programmed in the nine o’clock slot on sunday evenings. tv3 is more 
specialised in sitcoms, but certain rumours are going around that the 
channel wishes to branch out into the fiction market ; a competition 
that stefan baron  regards as being positive, in as much as it will en-
able the availability of fiction programmes to increase in sweden. 
asked about the origins of ‘real humans’, Lars Lundström says that 
« the idea came out of my head as if by a miracle », about seven years 
ago. The project seemed to him, at the time, too ambitious. all the 
more so because it is highly unusual to produce science-fiction series 
in scandinavia, this genre being more associated with the United 
states. he therefore gave up on the project. The first episode of the 
series ‘true blood’ (broadcast on hbO) proved to him that it was 
possible to impose a universe  – as unusual as it may be – without 
prior explanation. The universe of ‘true blood’ sets its own style and 
Lars Lundström understood that he could create a universe which the 
viewer could believe in without explaining how the robots came about. 
From the first episode onwards, the hubots (humans + robots) exist, 
and what matters is not so much to talk about how they were made 
but to start from  their very existence in order to develop storylines. 
‘real humans’, is, in this way, a marvellous « story-telling machine ». 
Lars Lundström started working on the script in 2009 and completed 
it in september 2012, knowing that shooting had started in april 
2011. The shooting of the season was divided into three blocks :  two 
blocks of four episodes and a last one of two, the decision to produce 
10 episodes (of 60 minutes) having been made long beforehand. The 
fact that he continued writing during shooting and seeing the robots 
in the flesh enabled him to be flexible in his way of writing. in the 
same way, the fact of seeing the quality of certain actors’ way of acting 
inspired him to give their roles more substance.

The audiovisual industry in sweden is made up of a small community 
in which everyone knows each other and henrik widman presented 
the project directly to stefan baron, who quickly expressed his 
enthusiasm. concerning this, Lars Lundström praises stefan baron’s 
courage as the latter was very much involved in all stages of the con-
ception of the series and of its production. as science-fiction is not a 
unifying genre, the project could have never come into being without 
his involvement. saying this, the series being, to say the least, unusual, 
matador decided to shoot a pilot of several minutes to convince the 
directors at svt. harald hamrell, who confesses that this idea seemed 
to him a little strange, was put in charge of directing it. he has filmed 
a great deal for television and it was the first time that he had been 
asked to direct a pilot.  today, he feels that it was « the best thing that 
could ever happen ». This seven minute fragment enabled him to not 
only define the visual aspect of the series, but, at the same time the 
robots’ movements.
in terms of casting, the producers wanted the roles of robots to be at-
tributed to little known actors, and this was to make it easier for view-
ers to believe in the universe which they saw. it is, of course, difficult 
for an actor used to expressing a whole range of emotions to handle 
the robots’ coldness. The actress Lisette pagler, who played a hubot, 
relied on her experience as a professional dancer to control her body 
language. a workshop was organised with a mime coach to define a 
common body language for the all of the robots and to teach the ac-
tors how to break down their movements. however, during rehearsals, 
harald hamrell demanded that the actors playing the robots should 
act as though they were interpreting human beings, so that they really 
immersed themselves in the dramatic tension of the scene. during 
the shooting, all that remained was for the actors to add « a robotic 
layer » to their acting. it was enough for them, for example, to not 
look the other actors straight in the eye, but rather « between the eyes 
». pia halvorsen, who plays a more traditional role, had to get used to 
working with actors whose style of acting was, for the least, minimal-
istic. The hubots are not really machines and the relationship that her 
character has with the robots incarnates the theme of the series ; that 
is, what makes human beings human.
Jean-marc auclair asks about the use of music in the series and would 
like to know at which stage of production the composer comes into 
play. Lars Lundström states that he listens to a lot of music when he 
is writing, but that this is never used in the end. in the case of ‘real 
humans’, the composer was brought in during the final stages of the 
editing of the first episode.
asked about directing a second season, stefan baron replies that the 
commission was on its way, but that it has still not been made official. 
he adds that the option for a second season was not included in the 
actors’ contracts, which complicates the process. On this precise point, 
henrik widman states that the actors have been rapidly informed that 
the aim was to shoot 2 or 3 seasons ; which pia halvorsen confirms.
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Questions From the Floor
What were the ratings for the series?
stefan baron states that the ratings for the first two episodes of ‘real 
humans’, shown on sunday evening were a little lower than expected. 
The series attracted 850,000 people, or 20% of the market, instead of 
the 25% that was hoped for. and yet, it has to be said that competition 
was very fierce, tv4 broadcasting on the same evening – at the same 
time –two previously unreleased episodes of ‘wallender’. whatever, 
the media impact was enormous ; even the sports newspapers ended 
up referring to akta människor!
How much does an episode cost?
The average sum of €1,000,000 is given.
What made Lars Lundström add to his role of creator that of co-produc-
er?
Lars Lundström answers that the idea came to him very naturally. it 
seemed normal to him, considering the time he had invested in the 
development of the series, to hold onto the ownership. henrik wid-
man adds that the position of co-producer allows him to maintain a 
really strong position in the decision-making process.
The series is halfway between several universes ; that of science-fiction, 
obviously, but equally those of a thriller, a horror story and a family 
chronicle. Was this choice deliberate ? Had it been imposed by the channel 
to « keep the viewers hooked » ?
This choice was deliberate and Lars Lundström was very attached to 
it. he wanted, right from the start, to mix several genres (the thriller, 
comedy and drama) which being persuaded that he should  empha-
sise the emotional subject matter of the series. The fact of constantly 
mixing up all these universes made it effectively possible to keep the 
viewer hooked, as he never knows where the series is going to take 
him. anything is possible. saying that, the broadcasting slot of the 
series being traditionally reserved for crime fiction programmes, it was 
decided that the opening sequence of the first episode had to be shot 
like a thriller.    
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interview / masterclass
benoît Lagane praises the artistic director of the two not-to-be-missed 
series which are ‘The killing’ and ‘borgen’, reminding us that he started 
his career in music. how do you accomplish such a transition towards the 
danish and european audiovisual scene?       
ingolf gabold has been influenced by composers such as stockhausen, 
boulez or even cage, who have largely guided his musical work. despite 
his already significant role, at the time, in the danish symphonic tradi-
tion, he felt the need to address an even vaster audience, via television. Of 
course,  he by no means denies the expressive strength in music, which he 
deeply believes in , but he wanted to turn towards tv fiction which mixes 
up all the ingredients to create emotion : the sound, the image, the light-
ing, the colours, the  framing, the actors, the costumes, the special effects 
... he recollects the scene from ’One Flew Over the cuckoo’s nest’ which 
portrays Jack nicholson interned in  an asylum, guided by a disturbing 
woman, against the background music of beethoven’s 5th , the door – the 
trap - closes behind him... ; a scene whose sensorial powerfulness is abso-
lute ! it is this  absoluteness, this plurality  which attracted him and made 
him want to undertake this new profession, for which Lars von trier had, 
in turn, greatly influenced him ; he remains, moreover, to this day, a major 
source of inspiration for him. it should be remembered that he worked 
alongside him during the nineties on the series ‘The kingdom’ (The 
hospital and its ghosts), shown on the channel dr1, at the beginning 
of the 21st century, of which benoît Lagane highlights, in passing, the « 
wider audience » orientated programming policy, than its more cultural 
neighbour dr2 and the narrower target ; as it happens, two complemen-
tary channels reunited in one and the same house.
François angelier then talks about the very powerful psychological 
dimension of the characters  in ‘The killing’ as well as the particular treat-
ment of this series with its slow pace which enables us to penetrate their 
intimacy …
ingolf gabold states that a series must be « characterised », have a speci-
ficity. This can indeed come from the characters or from the tempo of 
the narrative. more generally, he proposes to examine the keys to success 
concerning tv series.
in the first place – what he considers to be the indispensable condition of 
a good series –, there is the screenwriter. he is the creator, the only person 
who owns the original concept, it is he who  « creates the verb », the « 
world » of the series. neither the producer, nor the broadcaster have their 
word to say on this starting point. what counts above everything, is this 
intimate internal dialogue to be set up between a writer and an audience. 
The success of the series will depend on the ability to defend the writers « 
unique vision ».
as it happens, the strength of ‘The killing” resides in a specific idea : the 
murder of a young girl will bring her loved ones closer together. beyond 
the detective story plot, it is the « threats of fate » which give the series 
emotional intensity. after 20 episodes, the murderer has still not been 
identified and the viewers are still there, beside the victim’s family and 
friends. it must be said that karen blixen is particularly gifted at writing 
about the notion of « fate »; she was especially so in her novel ‘Out of 
africa’ adapted, this time, for cinema.

benoît Lagane then asks ingolf gabold about the adaptation of ‘The kill-
ing’ in the United states, and the latter then says that the americans are 
in total control of what they buy, which they put their mark on. also, you 
cannot ask anything from them ; but, however, he notes that, in keeping 
with his own personal wish, the focal point remains  what is human in 
this american version. he proposes the projection of the opening scene 
of the pilot episode of both versions to the audience, in order to make 
a comparison. The frenzied, desperate running away before the murder, 
then the discovery of the body and the horror experienced by the victim’s 
parents are, in both cases, the subject of an effectiveness and dreadful 
intimate violence, in the visual and sound aesthetic qualities, on the whole 
comparable.  
more generally, ingolf gabold says that in terms of selling the rights 
abroad, and more particularly to the americans, the main thing is to build 
up trust. during the talks, you must, in fact, listen very carefully to the 
people you are talking to, understand what they like and want to do. it is 
on this human level that really « good relations » are built, not contractu-
ally speaking ; as the terms of the contract are more often than not non-
negotiable, given the underlying financial stakes. also, the transposition 
to another culture is carried out in the best conditions if time has been 
taken to listen to one another mutually. it is true that, as it happens, the 
portrayal of violence and sexuality in the original version of ‘The killing’ 
is particularly « crude » ; it was therefore obvious that this would probably 
have to be  « reprocessed » for other countries and target-audiences.
asked more generally about the rules of co-production, ingolf gabold 
underlines the importance of cultural diversity which is particularly 
intense in europe. we must therefore, preserve our respective dna, and 
combine it in order to be stronger and more creative. co-productions 
must be the expression of these cultural alliances. his message here is po-
litical : « let’s preserve our identities in order to feel much more european , 
including within the sphere of tv fiction programmes».
ingolf gabold then talks about the particular character of scandinavian 
fiction programmes which, beyond « the good story » are intended to deal 
with human relationships and social issues. in ‘borgen’ a typically danish 
series which deals with the political system of the country, the balance 
is subtle between this socio-cultural component peculiar to the danish 
and the parallel human issues  and adventures  which are more universal. 
and it is this that made it an exportable series (the series was awarded 4 
baFta in the United kingdom). in fact, any woman wanting to « make 
a career for herself» would see herself in the leading female character, wife 
and public figure at the same time. it is this « double plot », mixing what is 
intimate and what is social, which captures the viewer, wherever he comes 
from. There again, it is not so much the anecdotes and the twists and turns 
of the plot which make the series exportable, as the characters’ « trail of 
fate ».
ingolf gabold then proposes an illustration of this double plot – which is 
the writer’s responsibility alone. via two scenes from ‘borgen’ (shown to 
the audience) : the first shows the wife, who asks for her husband’s advice 
concerning what she should wear for her tv appearance… she has put 
on weight and can no longer get into the elegant black dress that she had 
planned to wear ; we are in the intimacy of her private marital family life. 

‘the kiLLing’ (denmark)
case study

guest speaker :  
ingolf gabOLd, producer eyeworks, former head of fiction at dr
moderated by : 
François angeLier, producer of the programme ‘mauvais genres’ on 
France culture, and benoît Lagane, delegate producer of the programme 
‘Le rendez-vous’ by Laurent gOUmarre

The following scene takes place on the set of the tv programme in ques-
tion – which is decisive for her career -, on which she appears alongside 
her main rivals, in a dress which is finally coloured, yet rather unexpected. 
her speech is a sort of diatribe against political doublespeak, a flight of 
lyricism in favour of a real transparent democracy for man. and she goes 
all out to use her femininity and her humanity to win the hearts of the 
viewers, her future electors.
beyond this example, ingolf gabold likes to refer more generally to the 
mechanism of greek tragedies. in ancient theatre, the worst cruelty always 
comes from the family. it is also on this ancestral reality that he likes to 
build his work as a tv series producer. it is one of the assets which guar-
antee success. to close, he adds to all this a final ingredient, with a more 
typically scandinavian flavour, which ,moreover, can also be found in Lars 
von trier’s work, i.e. a certain darkness, a strange obscure atmosphere in 
slow motion, like an autumn or a winter that goes on forever… to con-
clude, he quotes this eloquent poem which according to him sums up the 
character of this particular scandinavian atmosphere : « January, February, 
march, april, may, June, July, august, september, October, november, 
november, november, december »…
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the useFulness oF diversiFYing Financing sources
Jean-baptiste babin and baptiste coelho quickly present their compa-
ny back Up Films, which is neither a producer nor a broadcaster and 
yet, which, as a financer, takes part in the film and television world. 
indeed, their line of work is to find money to add to that of producers, 
outside their territory. baptiste coelho, the financial director, states 
that they invest directly in production and that they have already 
financed, in this way, seven generations of French films. Jean-baptiste 
babin adds that this goes from genre films to animation, and since 
recently, to the series sector. as it happens, thanks to fifteen invest-
ment funds, they have up till now participated in the financing of 45 
series, mainly animation series but not only. This expansion towards 
series seems to them completely natural as this means of expression 
also needs international funds to add to the initial domestic financing.
Jean-baptiste babin underlines that currently the context and the way 
of conducting business are changing in the media industry, more spe-
cifically in the financing of tv series. indeed, for a long time, a broad-
caster commissioned a producer, and when the series was delivered it 
was not considered as an asset as it did not have a residual value, once 
it had been broadcast. it was therefore difficult, not to say impossible, 
to finance these projects in a traditional financial investment perspec-
tive. in the new perspective of asset-building and with the will to 
loosen a little the bond of dependency between the producer and the 
broadcaster, all other financing methods must develop in a territory 
which becomes at least european.

soFt moneY, market moneY and hard moneY
baptiste coelho enumerates different ways of financing a project, with 
at first « soft money » which comes from funds which do not require 
anything in return, most of the time based on subsidies. as it happens, 
the sources are often regional with dramatic disparities. The german 
tradition is particularly significant in this area, but this financial as-
sistance gives rise to a few « territorial involvements ».
On this subject, he goes on to talk about tax credit , tax shelters in 
belgium and Luxemburg, or also financing carried out by the cnc, 
the particularly dynamic supervisory body, even if it risks seeing some 
of its practices threatened by the european community…
The co-production solutions are equally mentioned in this area, know-
ing that there are, once again, always things in return which even if 
they are not financial can be restricting from an artistic or even or-
ganisational point of view. as the english say, « nothing is free », and 
it is vital to weigh up the pros and cons before committing yourself 
to a co-production which, moreover, becomes more than marginally 
complex when the number of partners increases.
These schemes (sofica, tepa, etc…) have generally existed for a long 
time, the producers are well aware of their existence, but nothing 
guarantees anything, neither their life expectancy nor their generos-
ity, as the current economic context is forcing so much each state to 
cut back on expenditure, and especially to reduce the number of « tax 
loopholes ». it is therefore important to find a way of adding to this « 
soft money ».

now, beyond the topic of « soft money », there is also « market money 
». This money comes from the markets and will allow us to finance 
assets produced in a « market perspective ». This generally comes into 
play after the first part of « soft » financing, and after the producer 
has already raised eventual local subsidies. in this way, these subsidies 
which sometimes entitle them to grants to help fund broadcasting, 
generally come from small territories with a turnover of  €150 to 200k 
and leave free access to look for financing in larger territories.
now we come to « hard money », which groups together all the other 
possible capital contributions, and notably fund investments. investors 
then acquire the rights to broadcast, invest in futures, take risks and 
moreover often take the risk of financing the« development ».
Jean-baptiste babin adds that it is more particularly in this area 
that series with a commercial potential for overseas development are 
looked for, this potential also being able to add to the success in the 
country of origin. he adds then that it can be useful to make the 
distinction between the commercialisation of a project and the good 
use of a portfolio. baptiste coelho states that his company sees many 
producers come and present projects because it is so important to have 
available a variety of funding especially for the ambitious projects 
which are generally series.
it is in the heart of this analysis that is brought up one of the specifici-
ties of the audiovisual sector, for which financial aid is not made easy 
by the huge asymmetry between loss and gain. indeed, although a 
success can rapidly make 120 to 130% profit, failure can often lead to 
there being no return at all. Therefore, we find ourselves, in this case, in 
a situation of being « condemned to succeed ».  a « profitability buffer 
» is then used to get those who can afford it to agree to financing this 
type of industry, by making use of tax reduction schemes – which 
perhaps will not be around for much longer.

changing logic, an issue so that the world oF Fi-
nance can take part in the media industrY more
several examples of series which have managed to go through the 
process of this « logic of assets » are given ; the world of finance has 
thus been able to contribute towards funding them.
Jean-baptiste babin and baptiste coelho feel that it is indeed pos-
sible, not only to raise funds and to invest them in the media, but 
equally to attract private equity towards the audiovisual industry. 90% 
of the funds that they have today – often enhanced thanks to tax 
reduction and tax credit schemes - are reinvested in the film industry 
and more generally in the audiovisual industry.
eis entreprise in London, or also aie in spain are quoted as ex-
amples of financial instruments which can be mobilised, the former 
being a super sofica that can be pushed up to £10m per tax household, 
the latter having made a low-key appearance, often attacked  as a cash 
flow product for companies. it has suffered from the bankruptcy of 
the spanish banks. attention is drawn to a sort of bad reputation it 
has earned, due to a few financial disasters, but also more deeply to a 
culture where transparency does not prevail … Thus, convincing the 
investors is no small task.

FinanciaL tOOL kit FOr prOdUcers in eUrOpe

guest speakers :  
Jean-baptiste babin, back Up Films 
baptiste cOeLhO, back Up Films

if needs be, it is noted that today, Luxemburg is a veritable eldorado 
as shooting in this country  allows, as soon as half the budget has been 
financed, a third of the budget to be guaranteed.

to determine the acceptaBle monetarY cost : 
measure Your Financial partner’s risk level !
baptiste coelho insists on the need to diversify financing sources and, for 
someone who accompanies the producer, on the importance of choos-
ing between the different means of financing. The choice is made on two 
levels, that of risk, step by step, and that of the monetary cost.
Jean-baptiste babin proposes, in fact, that producers learn how to take 
into account the degree of risk carried by the financial partner. right at 
the bottom of the ladder, the person who takes the less risks is the one 
who brings in the funds. This happens in France as part of a counter-
guarantee or else by discounting the investment in solid companies, with a 
state guarantee. The conditions are relatively comfortable, and in any case 
more comfortable than for someone who would take a risk on export. The 
latter, banking on « potential », will only be able to count on the company 
resources. in the middle of the scale, there are loans with a limited return 
on film takings, and the financial co-productions with,  once more, risk-
taking modulated between the short term and the medium term.
Obviously, if there were a perfect cocktail between soft, market and hard 
money, we would know about it. Therefore, for each project, we have to 
connect the three great financing families and bet in one go on the com-
mercial potential, and the possibility to extend the projects over several 
territories.
asked by the floor, the financial experts state that they make money not 
only when fund-raising has been achieved, but also on the management 
of funds with a lump sum payment, as it happens the weakest part of the 
market. it is therefore the funds themselves which pay them and which 
take all the risk of their investors. in the role of « packager », someone 
who accompanies, payment is made in a lump-sum or by means of com-
missions. it is up to the client to choose knowing that back up Films is 
never in competition with its clients and therefore with the producers. The 
commission on the money raised is around 10% of presale commissions 
and can go up to 15%.
asked about the existence of eventual artistic criteria in the choice of 
projects that they participate in, Jean-baptiste babin and baptiste coelho 
confirm in the end that one of their associates is also an « artistic director » 
and every year he examines about 800 projects. They base their indepen-
dence on these criteria. Obviously, the editorial coherence is not always 
perfect, especially because they have to satisfy a certain volume logic, 
but all the funds are administrated by an independent board – always 
comprising a shareholding member of sofica – and each one has its own 
« personality ».
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during the preamble, thanks are particularly given to the sacem, a 
partner of série series.

could music For series Be considered a speciFic 
genre ?
allen mauduit feels that there is a highly particular expectation in 
terms of music for series. Firstly, because in general, the volume of 
music that is needed is enormous. Therefore, it is useful to make clear 
and recognisable choices. For a series like ‘kaboul kitchen’, he wanted 
rock ’n’ roll music for a rock ‘n’ roll series, both in terms of writing and 
of music. to this was added a desire to define colours by attempting to 
associate each of them to each character, but this very often falls apart 
at the seams. Finally, once an initial musical treasure trove has been 
put together, it is during editing that we dip into this musical reserve, 
and the more the composer has provided, the more the choices can be 
right, surprising and relevant.
we are obviously reminded that there is much less time to work on 
a soundtrack for a series than for a feature film and it important to 
have a stock from which we can draw as we go along during editing. 
hervé hadmar confirms that the soundtrack is very different from the 
one carried out for a feature film, even if it is always about expressing 
through the music who the characters are and the emotions that come 
to life from deep inside them. The music expresses these emotions that 
do not come out through the dialogue. however, basically, composing 
is no more different for a series than for films ; in any case, there are 
no less demands.
The small amount of time that can be left to the composer to write 
music is moreover rather a factor of extra requirement that imposes an 
intense preparatory work.
nicolas Jorelle insists on the fact that it is important –even more 
particularly when you compose for a series - to work on the themes 
and a tone that figure regularly and will contribute towards holding 
the viewer’s interest.
eric demarsan says that he is one of those who do not like themes 
very much and whenever he writes one, he always gets around this by 
camouflaging it in the orchestration so that it is not « understood » 
straight away. hervé hadmar adds that it can be useful to have a few 
seconds of music linked to such and such emotions, a few themes and 
to have all these available even before filming. in this way, the music is 
really taking part in the writing process.
alain mauduit tells us how to follow the same direction as the sto-
ryline, he found out about afghan music, he bought a few traditional 
instruments, how he tried to integrate them into the rock ’n’ roll spirit 
of the soundtrack and how finally before shooting took place, he pro-
vided an hour of music which he elaborated after the reactions during 
editing. The fact of shooting, in general, several episodes at the same 

time, contributes equally towards advocating a way of operating with 
a musical database, composed beforehand, which the director can dip 
into as he goes along.
             and then, what counts for everything in a series counts equal-
ly for the music. budgetary issues mean that we are very often on a « 
knife edge ». hervé hadmar adds that the soundtrack for ‘pigalle’ was 
written and then recorded with a symphonic orchestra, that there was 
no way that he was going to call upon a second time. The film crew 
therefore came from sofia with 90 minutes of finalised music. This did 
not prevent them from increasing the amount of « stock » by notably 
using tracks in a selective way and then by getting by through mixing 
; in this way the variations become infinite. as an example, eric de-
marsan says that from one hour of recording alone, he finally obtained 
more than four hours of music by choosing to keep back sometimes 
the whole orchestra, sometimes just the strings, by sometimes insisting 
more on the double basses and by reworking all this during mixing. 
hervé hadmar adds that he is obviously very lucky that the composer 
lets him « mess about » with his music in this way !
it is useful to take advantage of all the skills of those taking part in the 
series. Thus, when one of the actors of the series is a great jazzman, it 
will be highly advisable to ask him to play a bit of saxophone and to 
improvise using the « themes » specifically proposed for the series.
technological breakthroughs are equally mentioned because today, 
different types of recording can contribute to the same soundtrack, 
and it is possible for certain people to produce an excellent title just by 
using their telephone. Other people talk about software which enables 
them to play with what is prerecorded, and for example to make one 
second of music potentially last centuries.
christophe Julien adds that finally it is not so much the format that 
influences the work on the music but more the genre. indeed, the 
music for a comedy is not the same as that conceived for a thriller, the 
music often occurring in harmony with the story.

the composer, a person on his own or the memBer 
oF a team ?
Uno helmersson, patrick andrén and Johan söderqvist are, the three 
of them, a curiosity, as if composition can generally seem a particularly 
solitary action, they work together, and sign their music together. as 
it happens, they are responsible for creating the musical universe of 
the scandinavian series ‘The bridge’. when asked about this alchemy 
which enables them to work together, they answer that they had 
firstly had the time to get to know each other, having already worked 
with one another on several occasions ; Uno helmersson and patrick 
andrén being Johan söderqvist’s assistants. They have since found a 
symbiosis which means that today, when they listen to their music, it 
is often really difficult for them to know who is responsible for what. 
The daily teamwork obviously contributes equally towards weaving the 
necessary unity between the composers.
They composed the music for ‘The bridge’, and say that they very 
easily discovered how to organize their strengths and weaknesses. One 
devoted himself specifically to the percussion, another to the guitar 

the OriginaL mUsic OF teLevisiOn series

guest speakers :  
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allan maUdUit, director, ‘kaboul kitchen’
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christine de bOUrbOn-bUsset, producer, ‘pigalle la nuit’
Uno heLmerssOn, patrick andren, Johan sOderqvist, 
composers, ‘The bridge’
moderated by : 
nicolas JOreLLe, composer

and the third to giving generic impulse. The director of the series had, 
moreover, clear ideas about the type of music she wanted : the bridge 
in the series looks like a cross, it is a strange go-between and the music 
at the same time transversal and transcendent, a bit surprising, weird 
and disturbing has to resemble it.
a simple principle was thus chosen : « if before you were used to do-
ing it like this, this time just do exactly the opposite». in this way, the 
acoustic music was created like a piece of electric music and inversely 
the electronic music was treated so that it was played like acoustic 
music. it seems to them that as a result they have found an interesting 
area of expression which contributes towards enhancing the atmo-
sphere and the personality of the series.
nicolas Jorelle asking them if they are also the writers of the title song 
for the series, Johan söderqvist answers that they were not, but that 
he recommended buying it and he is very proud to have convinced the 
producers to use it. This song sets the atmosphere which can then be 
enhanced and twisted through all the strange music that they add to it.

additional music and soundtrack : 
music and the market
nicolas Jorelle brings up the topic of additional music which is added 
to series. why is ready-made music sometimes bought ?
hervé hadmar says that he is mad about music and tells us how be-
fore starting to write, he firstly spends loads of time amongst his music 
collection, thinking of which artistic direction to take. in this way, he 
often listens to underground groups, and admits that because of that, 
wishing to use their music in the series, he did not make the work easy 
for the production which had difficulties in  tracking down the rights.   
christine de bourbon-busset confirms that work on the rights is 
sometimes particularly long and that it is a good idea to fix right from 
the start a certain amount of money, especially when there are scenes 
set in nightclubs in which the background music is important.
according to alain mauduit, a large amount of coordination and 
musical supervision are essential to making sure that the soundtrack is 
consistent. it is obviously a question of artistic discussion, and not only 
of purchasing rights.
Johan söderqvist adds that financial issues do not only have a bad side 
and that budgetary restrictions mean that sometimes you have to be 
particularly artful. This then makes us rediscover things that are virtu-
ally unknown, and notably the « b-sides » of records made by groups 
which we had initially thought of. This forced inventiveness encour-
ages them equally to work with artists who are sometimes perhaps a 
little unfairly forgotten or with artists that ought to be discovered.
Finally, even though these occasions for dialogue and selection are 
frequent, it appears even so that when a director has a piece of music 
in mind, it is virtually impossible to get him to change his mind…
questions being asked about the life cycle of the soundtrack of a 
series, certain people regretting not being able to get it on cd as has 
been the case a long time for film music, hervé hadmar reminds us 
that the music industry is not doing very well at the moment and that 
in fact, sometimes you have to wait a long time, and be very pushy so 

that the music for the series can be put on sale independently from 
the series. as it happens, for ‘pigalle’ the cds were finally made « in 
house ».
alain mauduit adds that in fact it is not easy to convince a record 
company to release a cd and then you have to create the soundtrack 
« product ». as it happens, he wanted to mix up chosen songs with 
the musical score of the series and was fortunate that sony agreed to 
publish this soundtrack.
eric demarsan confirms, as well, that there are no longer many origi-
nal soundtracks from series but he himself notices that some  minor 
labels have taken this on board and put this music on discs and on the 
internet, which enables the music to carry on living after the series. 
he has even recently experienced the release of an original soundtrack 
which is more than 20 years old and had never been put on the market 
before.  

the music, a character in its own right in series ?
Listening to different extracts from series and their music is the occa-
sion to show that in series, the music has a particularly important role 
to play : it creates the habit, a feeling of belonging, it can also be there 
to link all the characters together. hervé hadmar shows how, in ‘pi-
galle’, the characters were caught in a sort of spider’s web and how the 
music, by its abstraction, enables us to get into the characters’ minds 
without needing words. eric demarsan adds that at the beginning of 
the work on the soundtrack of this series, he had written four musical 
themes, one for each of the main characters of the series, then, little 
by little, they merged into each other thus forming only one tangled 
up theme in the end. it seems to him that it is perhaps one advantage 
amongst others of having worked with a musical library, as, if he had 
« written with the pictures in mind », he would perhaps not have 
achieved this symbiosis.
allan mauduit, himself, also insists on the point of this method of 
work, a fruitful approach which, in the end, gives composers more 
freedom, or at least at the beginning.
Finally, the conclusion is shared by everyone : obviously, the music 
participates a great deal in the signature of a series !
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The series ‘Lilyhammer’ – which enthused all those who had the 
chance to attend the projection of the first episode – has become a 
veritable phenomenon in norway. shown on wednesday evening on 
the norwegian channel nrk1, the first episode attracted more than 
3 million viewers (that is, a 57% market share), thus breaking all the 
records. tone c. rønning states, as an example, that the market shares 
of the channel are traditionally estimated at 35%. ‘Lilyhammer’ has 
become, moreover, the favourite series of young people aged between 
12 and 29, the age group the most difficult to attract. The first season 
consists of eight episodes which were shown on a one episode a week 
basis. re-runs were programmed on the channels nrk2 and nrk3. 
viewers’ habits have changed deeply in norway and the series also 
had an immense success on the internet. it is estimated that the first 
episode was followed by 2,5 million internet users. The series was 
such a phenomenon the prime minister did not hesitate to tweet his 
impressions of the series.
The topic of the series –the misadventures of a new york mobster in 
norway – came to anne bjørnstad and elif skodvin from 2004..... 
The idea seemed to them, for a long time, too absurd, until they met 
tone c. rønning and steven van zandt. They presented a pitch to 
tone c. rønning who, was thrilled with this storyline and foreseeing 
the success of the project, made them sign a letter of engagement, and 
this happened well before being certain that steven van zandt would 
actually take part in the venture. Of course, presenting this project to 
the former actor of the ‘sopranos’ quickly   became an obvious choice. 
There are few actors in the world who are capable of playing a mobster 
and who are familiar with norway. steven van zandt has actually 
been to scandinavia on several occasions.
it was during one of his trips in 1982 that he set foot on norwegian 
soil for the first time ; a country he fell in love with. anne bjørnstad 
and elif skodvin approached him while he was on a tour with bruce 
springsteen and their project immediately appealed to him.very 
quickly, he let them know that he wished to take part in the writing 
process. For this, anne bjørnstad and elif skodvin went to new york 
to start drafting. steven van zandt recalls that actors are egocentric 
by nature and the biggest challenge was to create a relationship based 
on trust and a veritable collaboration. This first meeting allowed them 
to get rid of their respective fears and the drafting of the first eight 
episodes was spread over a year and a half.
tone c. rønning has also collaborated on the writing of the series, 
regularly sending notes or comments, but taking care not to impose 
limits on the writers’ freedom ; knowing that most of the debates rest-
ed on the degree of violence in  the series... On this point, steven van 
zandt recalls that although norway had no problem, in theory, with 
sex and nudity – which he judges most healthy – violence is much less 
accepted. « For americans, it is the opposite. » it is, moreover, this 
cultural difference which led steven van zandt not to approach the 
mainstream american broadcasters. ‘Lilyhammer’ is, in this respect, 
the first production of the american vOd giant : netflix.
however, steven van zandt rapidly foresaw that ‘Lilyhammer’ could 
appeal to american and norwegian viewers. but in order to make this 

happen, he was convinced that the particularities and the singularities 
of both countries had to be taken into consideration. he has learnt 
from david chase that « the more singular you are, the more universal 
you are ». in other words, the series had to be « the most norwegian 
possible ». moreover, the american co-producers’ enthusiasm for the 
series was such that they decided that, for the broadcasting  in the 
United states – and this is a unique case  – not to dub the norwe-
gian dialogues into english, in order to preserve the originality of the 
concept. steven van zandt praises tone c. rønning’s courage as he 
supported a project in which the leading actor could not speak the 
language of the country in which the series took place.
asked about directing the series, elif skodvin says that three directors 
worked on ‘Lilyhammer’. They were not involved in the development 
of the series. it was decided beforehand, and for reasons to do with 
the scriptwriting, that shooting would start in winter. it was one of 
the coldest winters in  norwegian history, steven van zandt empha-
sised ! Of course, productions avoid shooting at this time of the year, 
the hours of daylight being too short. regulations being very strict in 
norway, the shooting was limited to five days a week and eight hours 
a day. it was one of the first surprises for steven van zandt who, with 
the ‘sopranos’, had been used to 10 or even 15 hour days. as an actor, 
he was delighted. as a producer, he was panic-stricken !
Jean-marc auclair wants to know whether the second season is in the 
process of being written. anne bjørnstad confirms that there will be a 
second season, but she states that for reasons that are basically logistic, 
drafting  has not yet begun. The final episode of the first season was 
shown last march in norway. taking into consideration the accumu-
lated lateness, it will be impossible to broadcast a second season over 
the same period in 2013. elif skodvin says that unlike the commercial 
channels on which different seasons of a series are broadcast with 
regularity, it is not unusual for nrk1 to  broadcast seasons of a series 
at more than a year’s interval. in the same way, the netflix model is 
such that they do not broadcast the series episode by episode, but 
the series in its entirety on their network. This method of broadcast-
ing represents the future for steven van zandt who recalls that a lot 
of people prefer watching the whole series in one go over a weekend 
rather than waiting each week to see a new episode. tone c. rønning 
adds, on this subject, that 41% of people record the episodes of the 
series in order to watch them when they feel like it. This is why nrk1 
aims to offer viewers « what they want, where and when they want it ».
to conclude, and before handing over to the floor, Jean-marc auclair 
says that ‘Lilyhammer’ will be shown on arte in 2013.
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Questions From the Floor
How long does shooting last ?
you have to count about 10 days shooting per episode, which is very 
short. steven van zandt admits that this first season was under-bud-
geted. The creators were probably too ambitious and adjustments had 
to be made every day. The preparation before shooting was too short 
and not enough care given to pre-production. elif skodvin would like 
it to be known that netflix was involved – financially – very late in the 
day on the project and that shooting started, therefore, with a budget 
which was reduced, to say the least. tone c. rønning is, however, 
confident as to the fact that the budget for the second season will be 
more in line with the crews’ ambitions.
in conclusion, steven van zandt insists on the fact that norway is 
not a materialistic society ; which is very shocking for an american. 
This explains why the budget for the series will not be revealed today. 
norwegians think in terms of collaboration rather than in financial 
terms. This is the reason why the screenplay of ‘Lilyhammer’ was so 
effective. The series tells the story of the misadventures of an egocen-
tric  mobster who lands in a society in which the notion of community 
takes on full meaning .    
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a period series which is resolutelY modern ?
First and foremost, people are astonished to see the programming of such 
an original and potentially controversial series within the framework of « 
the summertime saga ».  is this the broadcaster’s choice ? nicolas cuche 
says that it is.
it is also the occasion to recall – and for certain people to regret – that 
at France télévisions, those in charge of dramas are hired and fired at 
a much faster rate than during the four years that passed between the 
creators’ initial meeting with the channel and the first broadcasting at the 
beginning of this summer. as it happens, between the first head of fiction 
– the one who gave the idea the go-ahead – and the wrapping up of the 
project, there were three of them.
and the choice of the period which the story takes place in, this moment 
of schism with the papacy … how was this made ?
For nicolas cuche, it is about being part of a form of modernity, at the 
moment when the world was complex and blurred. explaining this would 
be difficult, as it concerns a desire which developed sufficiently within his 
mind for him to devote several years of his life to it. it was nicolas cuche 
who transmitted the desire to work on a story whose main character was 
an inquisitor, to the producer who proposed it to the channel straightaway 
and to a head of fiction who made the launching of the venture possible. 
but taking an eye-witness’s account, especially during a period when the 
popes slept around surreptitiously, wasn’t this inevitably guaranteed to 
spark off a controversy ?
nicolas cuche says that it is only fiction. as it happens, he has been 
invited to talk about this film everywhere and has, for example, been 
interviewed by radio-notre-dame or by Le pélerin which understood 
what the project really entailed even if, in fact, when it was shown, it came 
to light that  the film hurts a certain fringe group of catholic fundamen-
talists. it obviously was not about making an attack against the church, 
it was not either a « history book » exercise. it is simply in the tradition 
of period tv films that he situated a character in a moment in history. 
perhaps, however, he had not been careful enough, and had not taken 
into consideration the importance of involving catherine of siena in the 
story…
philippe niang then reacts to this notion of « a period film », as the char-
acters express themselves in a very modern way like we do, and we get the 
impression that the film is  deeply inspired by the pace of video games…
nicolas cuche confirms that it was out of the question for him to use a 
falsely refined and falsely period style of talking. his storyline takes place 
with characters who talk like we do today, in a direct  manner. The fact 
that the story takes place during the middle ages, and not during a more 
« educated » period as was, for instance, the renaissance, contributes – it 
seems to him – towards making this naturally easier to believe.     

a Breathtaking, inventive and long-standing 
acting eXperience
philippe niang turns towards the actors, one very young one, the other 
who performed with an eye-patch and asked whether it had been 
difficult and whether there are specific elements to consider when one 
plays in a series that takes place over several episodes.
vladislav galard answers that he had had the time to think about 
the character from the moment he passed the casting in september 
2010 and throughout the numerous testing sessions. in this way, he 
went from merely wanting to play this role to a sensation that he « 
had to » play it, a progression -  which seems to him, moreover, always 
indispensable to be able to act well – between the theoretical encoun-
ter with the character and this moment when he really got into him. 
This work had been carried out many months before starting. it is 
what fuels at the same time, the inner nature of the character and what 
inspires the action, as it happens, particularly necessary in this series.
asked about the way in which casting took place, nicolas cuche then 
answers that it was particularly difficult to get everyone to understand 
his deep intuition that in this series, it was not about articulating 
the script around an inquisitor who was uniquely and profoundly 
wicked. The case of  misunderstanding was real, and he almost secretly 
struggled to be able to choose an actor who would know how to play 
this main character who finally he was extremely fond of.  in addition, 
the project was important and the pressure great to choose someone 
who would « obviously » play the character to the best of his ability.
as for the young female character, it was equally difficult to explain 
that it consisted of someone who was very strong. in the beginning, 
the temptation was to choose an older actress. but the storyline did 
not allow her to be too old, if it was just to avoid an impression of « 
incestuousness » between the characters. he had therefore to be clear 
with the production team :  it had to be a twelve year old actress …« 
and then i saw Lola, and it was patently obvious » !
Lola cotton had already had some minor roles, but never as long. she 
tells how she had to adapt both her work and school routines. 15 days 
at school, then 15 days of home teaching. and then, she tells us, even 
if it was sometimes tiring, we kept going as it was so exciting and, in 
any case, we had to, because there was not that much time to shoot 
each episode !
every day on the set, time was then taken to discuss each sequence to 
come ; each and every one of the crew sometimes being able to suggest 
a few modifications , notably in terms of language. On this matter , the 
work was not , moreover, exactly the same for vladislav galard who 
plays a more traditional character, and who tries to maintain order and 
a more ancient world and who therefore, expresses himself in a more 
formal style of language than, for example, aurélien viik’s character 
who is more natural and more oriented towards the future.
asked about his desire to film eventually a historical film, once again, 
nicolas cruche answers that he would like to, even if he enjoys vary-
ing the genres. he especially appreciated this alchemy that, on the 
set, we get the impression of crossing the little bridge of history and, 
like a child , being permanently in a play mode . There is, here, a real 
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pleasure and a particular challenge as you have to recreate a whole new 
universe.

a « cinematographic » series
philippe niang underlines the excellent visual  craftsmanship of this 
series, its originality in this, in as much as this is often lacking on 
television and that it is perhaps a story that could almost be seen as « 
cinematographic ».  The help given by special effects is an impressive 
example …
nicolas cuche says he had never made a period film before so he had 
to learn everything from scratch. he therefore started out, in theory, as 
a complete novice in this work and, in fact, took great care, especially 
in the visual and artistic field. it is the occasion to assert that he feels 
that this is indispensable when you are working on a series. but the 
difficulty is real, if only financially, as the budgets are at least four or 
five times lower than what is usually invested in a feature film. with 
11 days to shoot an episode  « you have to be smart », and choose 
wisely which parts you should invest more in to give the viewers what 
they are expecting, but also will surprise them. he adds that his project 
to create universes which go beyond and transcend reality, working on 
pure fiction, obviously requires really particular attention towards this 
visual involvement .
The soundtrack was particularly worked on and supported his project, 
not only during the  drafting process – «i often wrote while listen-
ing to a certain group, which probably explains the important place 
given to the electric guitar … » – ,but also then, to add rhythm to the 
storyline and to underline the modernity of the project.  he adds that 
he worked for a long time, beforehand, on the soundtrack, exchanging 
demos, genre music, asking the composer to provide him with mate-
rial to help him get into the universe, to give it a tone, right from its 
conception. There also, he had to take into consideration the fact that 
money was tight, as, had that not been the case, he would probably 
have called upon the services of an orchestra !
One of the listeners then insists upon the scenery, which was, in the 
series, almost like « an extra character ». but how can you  shoot in 
natural settings, in 2012, whilst having to create a picture that « lives 
and breathes » the 14th century ?
nicolas cuche recalls that most often, period films are shot in eastern 
european countries, in the czech republic or in romania, whilst ‘in-
quisito’ was shot entirely in France. it is indeed quite complex to film 
this type of story in natural settings, even more so as you must manage 
to create a credibility that cannot be historically exact, not only be-
cause no-one really knows what the period was like and historians tear 
each other apart over this, but also because sometimes, what we do 
know of the reality of the time would not boost the viewers’ imagina-
tion. Thus, if historical truth can enrich our thoughts, it is not essential 
in the end. For example, although, during the period, the walls and 
buildings, which had just been built, were clean, we chose to have a 
patina to be in keeping with the general fantasy of a certain medieval 
atmosphere. he adds that a certain number of aesthetic choices were 
made in this optic : for example,  throughout  the series, the walls were 

not lit up  because these white stones did not contribute towards the 
atmosphere that he wanted to give to the story. he had to think, find 
out how to film in this environment by remaining loyal to the spirit of 
the series and in the end, he made the decision to resort abundantly to 
special effects for dust and smoke.
nicolas cuche adds that the chosen period is a highly particular one, 
around which there are very few traditional pictorial representations. 
at the time, painting was done using tempera, in a rather flat pictorial 
manner. Therefore, he sought inspiration from certain video games, 
which not only gave more freedom, but also enabled him to rely on a 
more contemporary imagination.

a speciFic work on the series mode ?
issues about the budget are raised. knowing that if, the series ended up 
costing about ten million euros for eight episodes, nicolas cuche says that 
there were several surprises. Thus, since it was a period film, the interven-
tion of each extra was particularly costly as all the details, the costumes, had 
to be supplied and that each person had to have make-up, at any moment. 
nevertheless, there was in this an interesting challenge : if the budgets were 
never sufficient, trying to make the most out of them made those concerned 
particularly creative.
vladislav galard has the impression that one of the secrets to the success of 
‘inquisito’ is that this series was treated, from start to finish, and by all the 
members of the crew, from the technicians, to the actors, right up to the 
producer, as an auteur film. nicolas cuche, who came up with the initial 
idea, was the creator and pushed the project through to the finished product. 
it is the project of a man who brought everyone together around his energy 
and thus influenced all the filming with his style.
philippe niang asks him if he would change anything if he had to do 
this venture all over again.  nicolas cuche imagines that he would have 
presented the first episode differently ; it is indeed a bit less dynamic than 
the others, because it is the occasion to create the environment and the 
characters  and does not have the ability that a pilot has to immediately 
draw viewers in. in the United states, we know that everything relies on the 
pilot which is produced prior to the series. it has to « grip » right before the 
start of the story. in France, this obligation does not exist ; in general, pilots 
are not made, and the series is finally conceived like a very long film which 
lasts seven or eight hours.
philippe niang would like to know whether this series will have a follow-
on, nicolas cuche says that obviously the story can be continued as the 
characters are powerful, they have henceforth developed and everyone 
has grown attached to them. nevertheless, he did not think, when he was 
writing the script, of the 15 eventual seasons to come ! he adds that making 
up a series is particularly enjoyable, especially because you have the time to 
make the storyline and the characters become established, and that it seems 
to him that the series is finally the most praiseworthy thing in television. 
besides, developments in this field all over the world are fascinating.
The length of different series being mentioned, and notably the fact that it 
takes at least 12 or13 episodes for the storyline to find its niche, for the « 
brand » of the series to be established and for it to be able to have a chance 
to be developed in the international market. nicolas cuche talks about the 
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notion of having to be careful  when it comes to contracts ; as, especially 
with ‘david nolande’,  whilst this was a success amongst the public – the 
series being entirely in the hands of the screenwriter  who not wanting to 
continue writing  new episodes – it had to stop ; the writer refused to renew 
the copyright.
more generally, however, it is the broadcaster who does not commit himself, 
the channel who waits to know if « it will work or not », and it really takes 
an exceptional involvement for the production teams to be able to anticipate, 
write and thus prepare a follow-on. if we really wanted to see the series 
industry emerge, we would have to probably revise all the system. For the 
moment, in France, the world of the series is still at the stage of being semi 
home-made !

an international destinY ?
The episode presented being sub-titled in english, some people ask 
whether the series has therefore already been sold abroad …
nicolas cuche says that it was for the purpose of the série series 
festival, that this episode was sub-titled. it is the occasion to note that 
he has already directed other series, including ‘david nolande’, which 
have been sold in more than 30 countries other than France, and that 
this has had no financial consequences for him.
several participants agree that this is a real issue, some suggesting that 
all contracts should be given to lawyers for them to make sure that the 
writers get what they are owed, especially in the case of overseas sales, 
and in particular in countries in which there is no agreement with 
the sacd. a producer talks about the real accountability problem , 
announcing that a small group of producers has decided to set up a 
system which regulates accountability in order to be prepared for a 
profession which is changing due to the ever-growing influence of the 
internet and the appearance of new practices like that of « percentage 
at a click ».
more generally, reference is made once again to the lack of anticipa-
tion and to the fact that despite the talents, originality and involve-
ment of some people, the world of series, in France, does not function 
like an industry and there is a lack of investment in the development 
and involvement on a more long-term basis which would enable us 
to unfold a story over a period of time. it is thus regrettable that we 
have to sometimes to wait two years to know what happens next in the 
adventure ; this does not enable us to take advantage of the viewers’ 
initial passion.
it is also suggested that the anglo-saxon industry, which has to invest 
massively, right from the start, in the pilot, is perhaps more motivated 
than the others to find partners, especially internationally.
nicolas cuche confirms, however, that there is obviously a licence on 
the series to try to sell it around the world and that then, in accor-
dance with the traditions of different countries, it will be translated, 
dubbed or subtitled...
it is also added that, in France, the broadcaster has a lot of influence 
because he does not offer enough time slots and that the best broad-
casting time – 8.40 p.m. – because of his hegemony, imposes very 
often that « he can’t take too many risks ». shown at other moments, 

the series has much less of a chance to reach its viewers !
in conclusion, however, everyone is in agreement over a certain « 
French talent », based on the fact that anything is possible and that the 
energy of the scandinavian creative scene must be a great inspiration 
for us to get organised, get moving and continue to create French se-
ries with artistic and aesthetic ambitions and strong development. we 
must resist in order to promote all the specificities while finding out 
how not to be left out of the market. This will not go well without real 
attention to French specificities, to the quality of what is produced, 
but equally to preserving the multiplicity of the professions of which, 
unfortunately, some are disappearing – nicolas cuche had the experi-
ence, notably when it comes to costumes that he has sometimes had 
to look for in other countries, although the crafts tradition in this area 
was strong in France, a short time ago.
Finally, the viewers’ increasing sensitivity towards the quality of series 
is highlighted, as well as their interest for their visual qualities.

an X-raY oF the series
with already 30 episodes, and a first broadcast which goes back to 
2009, the success of ‘profilage’ is an established fact.  how did all this 
start up ? asks straightaway philippe niang who suggests, for this case 
study, carrying out a sort of « x-ray » of the series.
at the very beginning of a series, you need a « dramaturgic big bang 
», explains sophie Lebarbier. The main idea here was to « see a police 
series from a woman’s point of view » thus explaining the choice of 
this unusual psycho-criminologist as the main character. beaubourg 
production aimed at offering a series on prime time on tF1. after a 
marketing analysis, the project was thus presented to the channel in 
July 2006, then a development agreement was signed in October of 
the same year – for a first season of 6 episodes – and shooting started 
in august 2008. sophie Lebarbier adds that she went from a project 
of mosaic fiction, to one with only one main male character, then to 
one with only one female character, and finally, to one with two main 
characters. This was not easy in terms of timing and left her with no 
other choice than to get stuck into the writing alongside Fanny robert 
(the other screenwriters left) : their working in tandem came about 
from this new deal. 
what was the degree of risk-taking ? philippe niang then asks.                  
risk-taking is inevitable. but the main thing is to have confidence in 
your project. tF1 detected a huge potential, connected, moreover, as 
much to the original idea as to the characters ; marie guillaumond 
has especially added to the original idea of « soap opera-isation ». 
but the great opportunity of the series, adds sophie Lebarbier, who 
has enabled this challenge to be converted into success, is, above all, 
the fact that it had the time to « get a hold ». indeed, it took no less 
than 18 episodes in order to find the right narrative, artistic and visual 
codes. The series ‘profilage’ having obtained high enough audience 
rating levels to be renewed, without, however, becoming a major asset 
for the channel, this has enabled the concept to gradually mature, to 
refine the characters’ psychology. and yet, too many series fall into the 
urgency trap and disappear before even being able to come into being.
philippe niang notes with interest the message addressed to broad-
casters, appealing them to give tv series « time to mature ». he then 
asks the director about the particular « craftsmanship » of the series : 
what is it based on?
alexandre Laurent replies that this « craftsmanship »  relates at one 
and the same time to the scenery (we are in a totally parisian universe, 
and the main character herself is, at the same time, typically parisian 
; even if ‘profilage’ soon takes us to switzerland), to the filming tech-
nique (high-sensitivity sensor and fixed focal-length lens ; more like 
in film-making), to the music (only a few guidelines are given to the 
composer with whom, work is carried out on a continual basis, which 
always enables him to have a sufficient « sound bank », the composer 
working, as it happens,  long-distance from Los angeles), but also 
a certain freedom of expression left to the actors and to the staging 
. alexandre Laurent speaks openly « of sequence or acting intuition 
» rather than « cutting too precisely ». and during editing, there still 
remains room for manoeuvre ... in a nutshell, he is free enough to do 

what he wants but he likes the pro-active role played by the actors, the 
fruitful and necessary exchange with the writers and, of course, the 
artistic director ; and all this before the  final validation by the channel 
(which remains, of course the backer).
philippe niang sees in this way of working a springboard towards the 
status of show-runner. he concludes this first part of the debate with 
two questions of a more « technical » nature : are the actors « pre-
empted » all the year round ? how many days of shooting were needed 
for the first episodes?     
alexandre Laurent announces a period of 21 days shooting on loca-
tion, of which 2 to 3 days with a second crew, to which a week in the 
studio (the police station) is added. shooting takes place at the rate of 
4 to 5 minutes a day, a normal pace for a « tv film ». as for the actors, 
continues sophie Lebarbier, ‘profilage’ represents certainly for them 
a major commitment which scarcely leaves them the leisure to accept 
other jobs, but this is not, however, impossible ; and it is even advisable 
(the fact of associating with other crews, and film-sets and of getting 
into other roles is rewarding, including for their performance in ‘pro-
filage’). sophie Lebarbier insists, finally, on the quality of the actual 
team of five actors (including herself and Fanny robert since the 
beginning) ; everyone knows each other well and takes pleasure in « 
brainstorming together ». This is one of the undeniable keys to success.

the deBat is thrown open to the Floor
How do you find out about real legal procedures?
This is done through the usual documentary research, mainly via the 
internet, but also through contacts with psychologists and criminologists.       
Why did you add « soap opera-isation  » ?
at the same time as the actors evolved (especially with the addition of a 
new main character), as the series matured, the soap opera format came 
into play like « the icing on the cake » ; it is an element which figures 
more and more in tv series and which is not an easy challenge, as it leads 
to an obvious and major, additional constraint : the order of the episodes.
Are there any perspectives for selling the series overseas ?
italy purchased it right from the start : but there have been no other 
overseas sales up till now.
How much does an episode cost?  
without counting the producer, the crew spends on average about 
€800,000 per episode.
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an X-raY oF the series
after having underlined the paradox that consists of organising a 
round table on a series portraying some disabled people in a room, 
which is not, as it happens, accessible for the disabled (!), philippe 
niang proposes to talk about, with the team present, the conception 
of ‘vestiaires’, whose universe straightaway, evoked for him pierre de-
sproges ; he had, in fact, « felt his soul float over this series » in which 
we find his derision, his humour and his humanity.
Fabrice chanut explains that ‘vestiaires’ is inspired by his everyday life. 
he regularly trains with adda abdeli (who plays the role of romy 
in the series), in the same handisport club. while they were getting 
dressed in the changing room, they realised, through listening to their 
partners’ conversations, that this changing room constituted a closed 
universe with « its references, its digs and its way of seeing the world 
». They thus decided to set to work writing short modules of two 
minutes. They went to the Festival of aubagne where they explained, 
at the FiFa espace kiosque, their project for a series to philippe 
braunstein, who then presented it to sophie deloche.
The project was, the least we can say, improbable, as it was about two 
disabled men in a changing room in a handisport swimming pool, but 
it immediately appealed to sophie deloche who immediately asked 
the two writers to come and read their initial drafts. a meeting was 
organised in paris and she asked Fabrice chanut and adda abdeli to 
work for three months at a rate of five scripts a week. 26 scripts were 
selected out of the 70 written. although the caustic humour of the 
series could find its place in the world of canal +, « we intended for 
the programme to be shown on a public channel », explains sophie 
deloche. The channel, however, did not want to invest in short formats 
and did not have the budgets available for this type of series.
The screenwriters, thus, decided to film 6 episodes. They were quickly 
confronted with the problem of casting. it is very difficult to find dis-
abled actors in France. The magic of this profession was such that they 
met alexandre philip, a marvellous actor who suffered from – which 
is very rare – the same disability as Fabrice chanut. production was 
launched in February 2011 and 6 modules were shot. Four days after 
having completed editing, philippe braunstein and sophie deloche 
presented the project to perrine Fontaine, head of programmes for 
France 2, who gave the go-ahead.
The project was launched, but they still had to find directors. as 
sophie deloche outlines,many directors did not feel that they were 
capable, after having read the scripts, of fulfilling the project. « project-
ing yourself in this universe can scare people off », she adds. Franck 
Lebon and vincent burgevin decided to take on the challenge. The 
final result is the fruit of the close collaboration between the writ-
ers and the directors, the latter having respected Fabrice chanut and 
adda abdeli’s vision.
philippe niang wants to come back and re-examine in more detail the 
small vignettes at the end of the episodes. Fabrice chanut, also the 
artistic advisor for the project and in charge of the extras, brought the 
members of the marseilles handisport team onto the set and although 
they were not actors, they were delighted to take part in the venture. 

The vignettes were made up, as they went along, with all those partici-
pating, extras and actors. The idea, adds sophie deloche, was to break 
away from the main story line within the episodes, but also to come 
out from the changing room. still on the subject of the vignettes, 
Fabrice chanut states that the whole of the crew often wondered « if 
it had not gone too far ». Of course, there is always a risk of giving into 
« the temptation of overdoing it », but Fabrice chanut found a way 
round it. all the scripts were automatically presented to the producers. 
it is, in his opinion, the best way of getting the script writers back on 
track. sophie deloche insists on the fact that the screenwriters were 
not held on a tight leash, they were even sometimes encouraged to let 
themselves go even more and to make, as they like saying themselves, 
« cash but not trash ». it is this principle which guided the writing and 
the conception of the visual universe of ‘vestiaires’.
philippe niang attracts our attention to the fact that the series allows 
disability to assert its place in a sort of collective imagination. how-
ever, he wonders how the disabled have perceived the series. what 
have disabled people thought of the programme ? One of the first 
tests – and, probably, the most important – was for sophie deloche 
to organise a projection of the first edited episodes ; a projection to 
which she had invited one of her screenwriter friends who is in a 
wheel chair. his reaction was very positive. he found in the series the 
atmosphere that he had already experienced in the physical rehabilita-
tion centres. in the same way, Fabrice chanut says that his handisport 
club partners and the president of the swimming federation were very 
enthusiastic towards it. he was moreover recently informed that the 
short sketches were used during training schemes on the subject of 
disability awareness. sophie deloche adds that the series was a success 
; it attracted 1.6 million viewers. besides, the channel has commis-
sioned 40 new episodes.
asked about broadcasting the series on the internet, sophie de-
loche replies that the programme has been offered to certain targeted 
communities. Fabrice chanut adds that the success of the series has 
stepped outside the boundaries of disabled communities as the episode 
the most seen on the internet – an episode which he is particularly 
proud of – concerns homosexuality. in the same optic, philippe niang 
talks about the book written by a homosexual care assistant of north 
african origin who says it was through watching some of andré 
téchiné’s films that he was able to overcome his loneliness... The 
strength of a series like ‘vestiaires’ is that it probably enables disabled 
people to feel less lonely. sophie deloche confirms it : during a public 
projection in aubagne, she met a man who was a  foster parent for 
disabled children, who told her that the teenagers he looked after were 
overjoyed when they realised that they can exist on television. Fabrice 
chanut himself meets a lot of young people in physical rehabilita-
tion centres who are amazed that they could have a job that is not 
connected with being disabled. The series, therefore opens up new 
horizons for them.

‘vestiaires’ - ‘changing rOOms’ (France 2 – France)
case study

guest speakers :  
Fabrice chanUt, screenwriter and director
sophie deLOche, producer (astarthe productions)
moderated by : 
philippe niang, director

Questions From the Floor
The visual universe of the series is very powerful. How was the opening 
title conceived ?
sophie deloche, as producer, wanted a great deal of thought to be 
given concerning the opening title. graphic design in short formats 
seems to her fundamental. The opening title « comes and takes the 
viewer out of his daily routine », informs him that the television 
programme that he enjoys so much is going to start. as for the visual 
universe, she reminds us that television is a voyeuristic medium.  The 
challenge is to go beyond this aspect so that the viewers experience 
«simply the pleasure of catching up with the actors every day ».
The film ‘Intouchable’  offers an idyllic vision of disability. ‘Vestiares’, on 
the contrary, allows the notion of disability to become ordinary...        
Fabrice chanut is unable to explain what makes ‘intouchable’ a suc-
cess. however, he is persuaded that people want to « show an interest 
in those who are different ». we have to admit that disability is one 
of the taboos that continue to exist in France. moreover, to draw the 
viewers into the intimacy of a tetraplegic, the film screenwriters had to 
make it happen using the figure of an « older brother from a suburban 
housing estate ». This « older brother’s codes » are thus better known 
than those of a disabled person.
What is the budget per episode ?
The budget for the second season - which consists of 40 episodes - 
goes up to 686,000 euros.
Are the characters in ‘Vestiaires’ going to have new adventures outside of 
the series, for example in films ?
sophie deloche is persuaded that they must not go too fast. Fabrice 
chanut and adda abdeli inspired each other to write. as a duo, they 
have found a unique style and they must see this venture through. but 
indeed, why not make it into a film ? .... « anything is possible ».
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the coming together oF two cultures : a challenge 
that promotes creativitY
Jean-marc auclair asks those participating about the eventual difficul-
ties of working together from two countries that are geographically 
close, but with completely different cultures and languages. charlotte 
sieling answers that they understand each other « when we make the 
effort » and adds that as it happens, it was necessary to make several 
concessions, since half the crew was swedish and the other danish. 
moreover, this « game » was written into the series in which the main 
characters – a swedish woman and a danish man - offer the opportu-
nity to explore – and above all to shake up – a few pre-conceived ideas 
and stereotypes. if, overall, everyone firmly agrees that swedish and 
danish cultures are different, it seems however difficult to define these 
differences without being too shallow. charlotte sieling nevertheless 
suggests one : the danish are kind, the swedish are very kind !
according to niels sejer, as in any fraternal relationship, on both sides 
they are very close and they have a lot of things to say about each 
other ! They are not always right and yet they are not always wrong 
either. The size of both countries means that, especially in terms of 
audiovisual activity, their coming together is a good thing as it enables 
the creation of a market of a viable size. as it happens, the idea of 
the series came from a screenwriter who had been supported by two 
broadcasters who had chosen to work together and to unite their 
broadcasting strengths in order to make this project profitable.
Jean-marc auclair wants to know whether it is difficult to work with 
two broadcasters. charlotte sieling replies that, as it happens, they had 
to handle the differences of perception with the danish who felt that 
the series was too tough at the beginning and then who, once they had 
seen it, really went out of their way to sell it. The series was, therefore 
sold in sweden and very often filmed in swedish. charlotte sieling 
adds that in this co-production that took place « after the event », the 
swedish screenwriter who was used to a swedish director, expected to 
work with someone much more « dictatorial » than her although she 
herself was used to a danish world in which screenwriters had more 
influence. in the end, everything turned out well in this« interspace » 
which bridged the gap.
The theme of the series - a shattered world in which the people are no 
longer connected – and the crew that was composed thus acted like 
« a reflection of each other », like « a mirror ». and the daily coming 
together of these differences was probably very useful for establishing 
a feeling of strangeness which accompanies the series.
but charlotte sieling concludes that beyond the differences, what 
counted above all, was what unites the swedish and the danish. if 
the strengths of a swedish coffee and a danish one are very different, 
both these types of coffee are drunk on the same chairs, around the 
same table ! in this way, the proof was established that when you work 
together a lot of obstacles which seemed at first insurmountable, were 
finally seen as opportunities for creating.

a series against a Background oF a shattered 
world : the weakness, the interspace, a source oF 
ineXhaustiBle inspiration
as for the musicians Johan söderqvist, Uno helmersson and patrick 
andrén, they insist on the importance of this « interspace » between 
what separates those who are different. it is what allows the greatest 
creativity. all three of them have worked together in symbiosis on the 
music. here again, at the start, the strengths and weaknesses of each 
person were combined with, as a guideline to always do things differ-
ently from what would have been the initial idea. Therefore, in the end, 
the sound is used like the storyline, held together by the weaknesses, the 
space of strangeness in which everything can be turned upside down.
beyond the music, the story of what happened to the production itself, 
with the danish withdrawing temporarily which led to an imposed 
period of reflection, is finally seen as being positive as this not only al-
lowed them to test each other’s involvement, but also to define the scope 
of the responsibilities and to give the director more freedom. in fact, the 
swedish channel accepted a danish idea. The danish were therefore 
well within their rights to defend their point of view - and the danish 
could not prevent the swedish from expressing their opinion since the 
latter had taken over production and broadcasting. This made the artistic 
team particularly united and due to this, probably more daring than 
what was foreseen. in the end, there was a type of sacred union around 
the idea that « everything was done back to front ».
a doctrine that charlotte sieling used fervently : that of the mistake. 
The team was excited at the idea of making mistakes, and moreover, 
each person having already had numerous experiences of this elsewhere, 
became attached to the idea of developing this « language based on 
mistakes ».  « we made mistakes with tools, we played with difficult 
situations especially for the actors, we gave them bad habits, we deliber-
ately put ourselves in difficult situations so as not to work in what was 
expected but completely in this unexpected area which the bridge also 
represents, suspended between two lands ».
Jurgen Johansson adds that he has to admit that the delay in production 
also turned out for the best on the technical side, as the series ended up 
being shot with a newly released digital camera which they were the 
first to use in scandinavia. in this way, he was able to reduce his lighting 
equipment by two thirds which was particularly advantageous for the 
budget and had consequences – in this instance, good ones - on captur-
ing different types of atmospheres, especially at night. This gave the 
series a hue which is even more scandinavian, a hue which resembles 
these countries in which people are not used to the daily comings and 
goings of the light, and in which they go for months without natural 
light. The series would have probably been shot completely differently 
in paris.
On this subject, niels sejer enjoys describing the work process with the 
directors as being like a « conversation » which begins with the script 
and which proceeds more and more towards the real world, with specific 
visual grey areas. This is what enabled the handover to the following 
crew.

‘the bridge’ (svt, dr / sweden, denmark)
case study

guest speakers :
patrick andren, Uno heLmerssOn et Johan söderqvist, 
composers 
Jorgen JOhanssOn, director of photography
niels seJer, producer
charlotte sieLing, director
moderated by :
Jean-marc aUcLair, screenwriter

giving the Broadcasters, the director and the 
viewers what theY want, But also what theY do not
some budgetary and technical information is exchanged, and it appear 
that for this season there were only 60 days of shooting, and therefore 
about 15 days for the 57 minutes that an episode lasts for. The budget 
was about 10m euros for the ten episodes.
season 2 – charlotte sieling recalls, on this occasion, that she was 
only responsible for the first few episodes as a swedish team then took 
over – is in the process of being written. asked why she is not taking 
part in this follow-up, charlotte sieling answers that the period of 
time between the commission and the decision to go ahead was such 
that she was already involved on another project.
as for the casting, charlotte sieling had a very specific idea of the 
man she wanted to cast. Fortunately, he agreed. as for the young 
woman, for charlotte sieling, the love story started from the outset 
of the casting. it was a case of love at first sight, to the extent that 
finally she had nothing to show the broadcasters in order to attempt to 
convince them of her choice.
Following this, the work with the actress proved to be particularly 
interesting, especially in the exploration of the illness and the ways of 
presenting this coldness which she has within her and which, little by 
little, will partially melt. For this, it was necessary, moreover, to face a 
lot of criticism as, for a long time, we do not know what the character’s 
illness is and it could be easily thought then that the actress is useless 
at acting or that the director is no good at her job. but this difficulty 
finally turned out to be positive in itself, as the viewers grew to like 
someone – this slightly autistic woman who basically was incapable 
of being sociable and reaching out to others - who in the beginning 
they had frankly hated. Johan söderqvist confirms that the actress’s 
popularity rate constantly increased as the programme went on.
Jean-marc auclair is surprised then to see such an icy main character, 
as seen in many novels originating in scandinavia, and he wonders if 
this represents a real character of women from the north. charlotte 
sieling replies that, in general, the authors are men and that it is then 
more likely to be the impression the scandinavian man has of the 
woman rather than what women from the north are really like. she 
herself, merely built up the character using the script which portrayed 
her as being autistic.  
charlotte sieling feels that one of the strengths of this series comes 
from the constant need for  dialogue between producers, broadcasters, 
screenwriters, actors, and that in this context, it is particularly impor-
tant to give everyone what he wants, but also what he does not. it is in 
this way, in fact, that we become alive, even by watching television. Of 
course, sometimes some requests for « mellowing » were expressed. The 
crew, being closely knit, resisted, often supported by a music which 
was more than convincing.
moreover,  it is stated that the musicians are the only ones to have 
worked since the launch of the series up till now, and therefore, they 
are the ones that guarantee a sort of homogeneity and loyalty towards 
the initial idea. They say, in any case, that very often they return to the 
very first ideas and guidelines firmly expressed by the director.

it is stated, besides, that the series has now been bought by all the 
scandinavian countries, but also by the netherlands, england and 
germany.
Jean-marc auclair finally asks whether everything was sorted out at 
the end of the first season, and charlotte sieling says that they cannot 
go as far as to say that, but in fact, the situation that they talked about 
at the beginning of this case study has been resolved. The second 
season is dealing with another situation...
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X-raY oF the series
with ‘caïn’ and after ‘vestiaires’ « we are therefore still in the realm 
of disability » underlines philippe niang who proposes with the team 
to talk about how the series came into being and its key factors for 
success.
bertrand arthuys is indeed amazed at this « synchronicity  » concern-
ing disability, enquiring, in passing,  on the notion of something that 
has never been dealt with before and quoting as well « The blind lead-
ing the blind » (the painting by bruegel which refers to the feeling 
of inevitable fatality concerning the human condition). his aim was, 
nevertheless, to portray « a cop in a wheelchair ». it obviously calls to 
mind ‘ironside’, and rather than a pitch, this was merely the starting 
point of the project. but, unlike the detective in ‘ironside’, the main 
character in ‘caïn’ is completely autonomous and independent. This 
character, who is thus the focal point of the series, is surprising, out of 
sync, provocative ; his lines are outrageous and rock ‘n’ roll. he took 
shape, little by little, as the episodes progressed.
philippe niang compares it to ‘dr house’, feeling that he has a « 
particular status » (he sleeps at the victim’s house !). in fact, chimes 
in bertrand arthuys, the main character here, « breaks the rules », he 
is « in rebellion »; his handicap allows him to do so. The accident he 
has had, revealed his true nature, and he plays on it : facetious, play-
ful, ironic, cynical, cheeky, sometimes sadistic. he only recovers his 
normality when he is behind the wheel of his car (and what a car !). 
The physical preparation was important, with the support of Fabrice 
malaval who coached the leading actor how to tame the other major 
element in this particular case, an indispensable and inseparable ac-
cessory : the wheelchair, which « went faster than someone on foot », 
points out bertrand arthuys ; this presents a challenge for the shoot-
ing, as you have strove to achieve a certain harmony in the rhythm of 
the movements.
asked more specifically about the vision of disability that is presented 
in the series, Fabrice malaval  remembers above all that once this 
initial problem -  which is obviously prominent -  has passed, we 
realise that the character is, in any case, marginal,  « no matter what » 
! all the crew working on ‘caïn’, besides, willingly admit that « we are 
all disabled in some way or shape », and bertrand arthuys congratu-
lates himself more particularly on the fact that the series could send a 
deeper message about humans, in other words that disability is none 
other than a pretext for going into the depth of the characters.
Linda chabert then adds that the role had been thought up straight-
away for bruno de brandt, whom bertrand arthuys had already 
worked with in theatre. we must also praise the performance of his « 
right arm » in the series, Julie delarme, who is not lacking either in 
energy and wit. as for choosing marseilles, and after having equally 
considered bordeaux or Lille, the former seemed the best choice as 
shooting had to take place in winter. The first three episodes were 
therefore made with the regional crews from France 3, before France 
2 - whose new head of fiction was Thierry sorel – commissioned the 
five following episodes. in the end, it took three years to really see the 
achievement of the project.

The irony was, continues bertrand arthuys : marseilles is one of the 
French cities the most difficult to live in for the disabled, having steep 
winding streets... but it offers exterior settings that are unique, impres-
sive and in great quantity at the same time. what is more, he declares 
that surprising the viewer through its outside shots, which remain 
largely dominant, will be one of the challenges of the series in the 
episodes to come. concerning the interior shots in the police station 
- currently a type of « mock studio » - they are expected to have more 
action taking place... Finally, coming up as well, a « soap opera-isation 
» concerning the characters’ private lives...
Finally, regarding the writing strategy, there are two screenwriters 
- now working together, alexis le sec and bertrand arthuys are co-
writers – the latter would like to highlight the fact that the producer, 
Linda chabert, has never asked to know about everything, leaving 
them a free rein concerning creativity, which of course means regular 
exchanges and comings and goings with the crew (the actors, produc-
tion...). a writing workshop could be envisaged for afterwards (other 
screenwriters have rallied round the series and have already proposed 
pitches).

Questions From the Floor
Although the backdrop – disability, the criminal investigations...- is not to 
all extent and purposes « light-hearted », we often get the impression of a 
comedy...
indeed, the episodes play purposely on various emotional registers and 
tones.
How much does an episode cost ?
The average sum of €700,000 is given.
How long does shooting last ?
it takes about 11 days of shooting per episode, a standard length of time 
for this type of format.
Have there ever been any accidents with the wheelchair ?
There was only one : one of the wheels had a blow-out in a hangar ; luck-
ily no one was hurt !

a pluri-Format venture to achieve a highlY spe-
ciFic Format : the 13 minute programme
to retrace the origins of this venture, we have to go back to 2001, as 
everything started with a short online series, which was then taken up 
for a television format. a feature film has also been made and has been 
highly successful which explains why, two years later, the series continues to 
survive in its original format : the 13 minute mode.
ismaël sy savané, screenwriter and artistic director, says that the idea of 
going from animation to real characters came from the producers who 
went to see canal+. The channel found that this was effectively a good idea. 
The 13 minute format was then fixed, even though initially, the series was 
meant to be broken down into 26 minute episodes. The attempt to propose 
13 minutes had been made but had not convinced the broadcaster. having 
nothing to refer to on the subject, it was necessary to proceed tentatively 
until finally at the end of several episodes, the « 13 minutes » pace could 
be really set. he adds that even with a minimum budget of €600,000, the 
feature film is not profitable and the « 1minute format » has not found its 
place in the market.
The fiction section of the channel requested that new characters be created 
for the new series. This was done.
pierre-Jean rey feels that nevertheless we find the same ‘Lascars’ spirit in 
the 1 minute version, the feature film and the 13 minute episodes. were 
the latter particularly difficult to write ?
ismaël sy savané replies that for the 12 episodes season there were 10 
months of drafting before  starting shooting, and that in fact there is a huge 
difference between writing a sketch with ordinary people, a feature film 
which necessitates a real comedy set up in which the characters take shape, 
a series made with 26 minute episodes which enabled them to really unfold 
a storyline and to really go into the characters’ personalities in depth, and 
the drafting of 13 minute episodes which was finally selected.
On the floor, some young screenwriters wonder about the eventual emer-
gence of rules which could apply to 13 minute episodes...
ismaël sy savané answers that they had to go very gently as it was not 
about reproducing the ‘working girl’ model, the only other example seen in 
France up to now with themes and sketches. to the contrary, it was about 
telling stories and once again there were sometimes several regrets as to the 
26 minute format which was initially planned, but in the end, once on the 
job, the pace was found – and the format equally enabled them to go much 
further and, for example, sometimes, to tell « stories that do not tell any-
thing ». he is currently working with enthusiasm and impatience on the 
follow-up. if it is difficult to theorise, he adds that it is almost a question 
of tempo : you must go fast, be dynamic and you must not allow yourself 
the time to get bored. There is perhaps one rule : do not make things too 
complicated and, even if he personally is a great fan of sitcoms, he has to 
be determined to do things « in another way », because in the space of 13 
minutes, « we do not have the time ! »

a lot oF collective preparation work, BeForehand, 
to then Be aBle to improvise and Be Free  
pierre-Jean rey wants to understand how the three screenwriters shared 
out the tasks. ismaël sy savané answers that he wrote the synopsis and 

the storyboard with eric benzekri, and that he then wrote the dialogues 
with el diablo. afterwards, a real re-adaptation was made, with tristan 
aurouët. being present on the set, he also rewrote what was needed some-
times, when the pace was not right. he was, therefore, the guarantor of the 
homogeneity of the series, for the whole duration.
he adds that the advantage of having been the screenwriter for a series like 
‘Les Lascars’, made from scratch in a particularly original universe is that 
the artistic direction seemed to « just fall into place » and that the screen-
writers were naturally listened to from start to finish during the process.
asked about how the casting proceeded, ismaël sy savané says that it took 
more than a year to find young actors who had to not only be experienced 
in the job, but also be young, and familiar with this universe so it could « 
seem real ». a month’s rehearsal enabled each and everyone of them to 
work and to achieve this final mixture of immense freedom. The comedy 
was enriched by the actors themselves, once they had assimilated « the 
Lascars spirit ».
The casting had firstly been initiated by the production team who had in 
mind the idea of setting up street casting and to recruit young people who 
were totally unknown at the time. more than 200 applicants were seen, but 
it was finally with the help of a reputable casting director that the choice of 
trained actors was made, in less than two weeks. if, in fact, the series seems 
free-expressive and that a certain amount of improvisation is necessary, the 
acting technique is all the more complex for it. Furthermore, in real life, the 
actors are not like their characters at all. besides, ismaël sy savané is rather 
proud of having introduced some new professional faces on the French 
audiovisual scene.
shooting conditions were not particularly simple as they had to manage 
to shoot 6 to 8 valid minutes every day. some shooting took place in the 
studio and added to this were 3 weeks of outdoor shooting. it was this 
pressure which also justified the long rehearsal period, so that when shoot-
ing took place, everything could run as naturally and as quickly as possible.
From the floor, there are many interventions underlining the excellent 
work undertaken by the actors and to praise the fact that a lot of time was 
devoted to the rehearsal periods.
ismaël sy savané recalls that, in the end, there were only six weeks of 
shooting, comprising three and a half weeks indoors and two and a half 
weeks outdoors.
before shooting, the rehearsal were basically the occasion to assert each 
character’s personality ; each actor having received a list of tracks that his 
character likes, and information about his family, his behaviour – « is he 
agitated or not ?», for example. it was therefore sometimes necessary to 
rewrite several elements of the script to take into account the richness of 
this preparatory work and to make the characters, situations, dialogues and 
scenery more coherent.
pierre-Jean rey finally asks whether the broadcaster is pleased with the 
result and ismaël sy savané replies that he must be, as a second season has 
been commissioned. besides, the writing already started two years ago. he 
feels however that this is a niche product that would have probably been 
difficult to produce anywhere than in France and for canal+.   

‘caïn’ (France 2, France)
case study

‘Les Lascars’ (canal +, France) 
case study

guest speakers : 
bertrand arthUys, screenwriter and director
Linda chabert, producer (demd)
bruno debrandt, Julie deLarme 
et Frédéric peLLegeay, actors
Fabrice maLavaL, bruno de brandt’s coach
moderated by : 
philippe niang, director

guest speaker : 
ismaël sy savane « izm », screenwriter
moderated by :  
pierre-Jean rey, screenwriter and producer (siggi)
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